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Russia's
Brezhnev,
75,dead

COMMUNITY SALUTES VETERANS — ((leckiwise from lower
left) The Murray High Band, under the direction of Paul Bladdiurn.
off the Veteran, Day COMMOtliall today on the court square
=the national anthem. The Tiger band was preceded by the
Calloway County High School Chamber Singers. The choral gaup,
directed by Lavaughn Wells, delighted the audience with four songs.
Guest speakers for the program were (from left) U.CoL Jahn Rudd.
a Mel graduate of MSU now at Fort Campbell; State Sen. Then Harris; and Lt.Col. Darrell A. McFerron, the professor of military
science at MSU ROTC. A detailed story accounting the evert will appear in Friday's newspaper. Alex Pall, D.A.V. Chapter 50, coordinated the event.
Staff photos by John Salerno

Shuttle carries first cargo into orer space today
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. ( AP)
— The shuttle Columbia, an
American "space truck" carrying
a four-man crew and two communications satellites, rocketed
flawlessly into orbit today en
route to its first cargo delivery,
184 miles above the Earth.
"Columbia now in space for the
fifth time," said Mission Control.
The astronauts were soaring at
17,400 miles an hour to start a
flight NASA hopes will open a new
era in space commerce. The in-

Wolf autograph
party Friday
Dr.,Ken Wolf will be at the Murray Ledger & Times from 2p.m. to
4 Friday to promote sales and to
autograph copies of his 260-page
collection of Thoughts in Season.
A regular feature in the
newspaper for the past 3'2 years,
Wolf combined many of his works
to form the paperback book. Proceeds will benefit Need Line and
the Adult Activities Class of the
Comprehensive Care Center.
An, associate professor of
history at Murray State University, Wolf has presented papers and
published several articles on
European nationalism and
modern intellectual history.
The public is urged to attend.

itial test comes late this afternoon
when the astronauts are to deploy
the first satellite.
The shuttle's flight began in a
blinding burst of flame and
spreading billow of smoke as Columbia's three main engines and
two solid fuel rockets flashed to
life at 7:19 a.m. EST.
Liftoff climaxed a near-perfect
countdown. It was Columbia's second straight on-time launching,
something NASA needs to achieve
routinely to show paying
customers that the shuttle can

meet a timetable.
Because of the need toliave Columbia in the right place at the
right time to eject the payloads,
the launch team had only a 33minute period in which to it the
delivery truck off the ground today.
Cheers and shouts of encouragement erupted from several hun-

Calloway students
second in state
State police to hold industrial arts show
The work of Calloway County
vehicle identification High
School industrial arts
students has won second place in a
program Saturday statewide competition.
The Kentucky State Police will
hold a vehicle identification program in Murray on Saturday at
Purdom Motors Inc., 1406 Main,
according to KSP Informational
Officer Richard Wright.
"The vehicle identification program is designed to combat
automobile theft by etching the
vehicle's identifiehtion number into the glass of the car," Wright
said.
The project, scheduled to start
at 8 a.m. will last until noon, he added. The entire process should
take only three-to-four minutes to
complete.

A display of Calloway students'
work was rated "superior" by the
Kentucky Industrial Education
Association at its annual convention in Lousiville last week. Bath
County was given first-place
recognition.
The displays are being exhibited
at the downtown Bank of Murray
and the People's Bank North
Branch through Monday, Nov. 15.
They represent the work of more
than 200 students in 10 classes
taught by Harold Arnett, Danny
Claiborne and Don Riley.
Included are several drawings
and models from the drafting
classes, as well as wood
sculptures, metal work, and wood
identification displays, Arnett
said.
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blazing sendoff. The roar of the
engines sent a thunderclap rolling
across the Cape. shaking the
ground and vibrating buildings at
Kennedy Space Center offices
several miles from launch pad
39A.
It was the shuttle's fifth perfect
liftoff in as many tries; the shuttle's April 1961 flight was the first
of four test missions.
Vance Brand, 51, who ret
unconscious from the Apo
Soyuz mission in 1975, is commanding the mission. Others mak-

ing up the largest crew ever
assigned to one spaceship are pilot
Robert Overmyer, 48, and two
members of a new breed of
astronauts named mission
specialists: scientists William
Lenoir, 43, and Joseph Allen,*.
Brand, Overmyer and Lenoir
rode in the cockpit. Allen rode in s
seat installed in a mid-deck area
beneath the main cabin. They
wore NASA blue-cotton coveralls
that replaced the awkward brown
pressure suits required on
America's 35 previous man-inspace missions.
(Continued On Page 2)

Marshall's search for Bray
expands to new, larger areas
The search for Steven Bray, 36,
Hardin, wanted for questioning in
the deaths of his estranged wife
and mother-in-law has expanded
to include TVA's Land Between
the Lakes and a portion of
southern Alabama, local
authorities stated Wednesday
The bodies of Effie York, 74, and
her 28-year-old daughter, Audrey
Bray, were found Monday morning in the charred ruins of their
home on the Olive-Hamlet Road
( Highway 1897) near Hardin. According to an autopsy performed
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, both women had been
shot in the head with a small
caliber weapon prior to the fire.

According to a previous release,
Marshall County Sheriff Brian
Roy and officials with the Kentucky State Police said there was
a strong possibility the fire was
set in an attempt to "cover up"
the killings. s
Bray, who has been described
as an experienced outdoorsinan,
is capable of spending extended
lengths of time in the out-of-doors,
Roy stated. An aerial search of the
area has currently produced no
additional information concerning
his whereabouts.
Roy stressed that no charges
have been filed at this time, and
Bray, not labeled as a suspect. is
(Continued On Page 2)

By rneverm Hum
Asesdatod PMI'S Willer
MOSCOW (API — Lassid I
Brestatev. who ruled the Soviet
Union tor IS years, pursued
dotage with the West mad raised
Id. country to nuclear parity with
the United States, has &Pt He
wash
Breshnev died Wedisedoy at
S:30 a tn. 112:38 a.m. EST), but
the official announcement was
withheld until 11 a.m. today )3
a.m. EST) while maneuvering for
a succeesor began behind the
towering, red walls of the
Kremlin.
No new party chief or
was immediately named
Pregil
tedeg
Breshrwv's poets. But Western experts believe the power vacuum
may be filled in the short no by a
collective leadership Including
former KGB chief Yuri V Andropov and Iong-tirne Brsehnev
associate Konstantin Chernenko,
the two men most often touted as
likely successors
In Washington, President
Reagan - awakened in the early
hours with the news wrote a letter of condolence to the Soviet
leadership calling Bre:linty "one
of the world's most important
figures for nearly two decades."
White House spokesman Larry
Spe.akes said a high-level U.S.
delegation would attend memorial
ceremonies in Moscow, but it was
highly unlikely it would include
Reagan.
Former Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger, who dealt with
(Crnitineed On Page 21

breezy & mild
Tonight breezy and mild with
a 70 percent chance for showers
and thunderstorms. Low near
60 and south winds 10 to *mph
Friday windy with .50 percent
chance of showers Turning
much colder with temperatures
falling into the 404 by afternoon. Winds becoming northwest 15 to 715 mph and gusty

today's index
One Section—IS Pages
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3
Horoscope
Murray Today
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Perspective
3
Sports
10, 11, 12, 13

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their horns-deli vered
copy of lbe dam taiga & Ones
by 5 30 p m Monday.Friday or
by 330pm Saturdays ore urged
to call 7531516. between 5:30
p.n. old 6 pas., Sada Ore* Fii•
dey, it 3:34 p.a. ad 4 p.n. Wet.

dm.

Billy Balentine to fill county constable job

STUDENTS QUALIFY — Seventh grade atudests at Murray Middle School who qualified for the Dtdce Udwerally Talent MeNdScadon Program ari.(from left, front) Janet Whaley, Shannon Bolts,
Chris Donaldson, Leslie Loberger,(back) Marty Scarboraugh, Jeff
Sickel, David Outland, Mary Jane Littleton, counselor, and Debbie
Rutledge. Elizabeth Bracianan was not premed for picture. Theme
students are eligible to take the Scholastic Aptitude Test because
they obtained a national
of 97 or batter an Oa reacting,
math or total battery sc:res
erceo;
r trie Comprebssadve Test of Basic
Skills. Based an their SAT performance they RIO be invited to participate hi a summer residential program at Dube Outwardly.

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Billy Salentine thought it was
about time Calloway County had a
constable. So he got himself
elected.
Some voters may have been surprised to see the position of constable listed on last week's election ballet. Salentine was the only
person running, and received 325
votes to fill a post that has been
vacant for many years.
Salentine,a former Murray city
councilman, found there had not
been a constable for 15 or 20 years
when he researched the subject.
He also found Calloway was one of
just a few Kentucky counties that
did not have a constable.
A man concerned about and experienced in public safety, Salentine decided to fulfill the four-year
term of the office himself.
Formerly chairman of the council
Public Safety Committee, Salentine didn't mind that it was an
upaid position, except for fees
from various duties. He 'mew the

lay &dentine
administrative end of public ridety, and knew most of the local officers.
"I thought I'd get on the law enforcement end and learn some of

the pointers and techniques of it,"
Salentine says. "It's more of an
education than anything else."
The constable has more authority than some might suspect; he
has "the same county-wide police
powers WS the county sheriff,"
Salentine explains. A cousin of
Sheriff David Salentine, Billy will
be on call to assist the sheriff and
county judge whenever they need
some extra help.
To help prepare himself for the
post Salentine has done research
on police powers and procedure at
the Murray State University
library. He is not apprehensive
about the possibility of becoming
involved in violent situations, he
says. because "I've been around
enough police activities to know
that you have to use your head
You use force only as a last
resort."
Salentine brings his concern for
safety to his workplace too. A
manufacturing engineer for
Fisher Price, he is coordinator of
the plant's fire brigade. He has at-

tended the state fire marshal's
fire school at Lexington yearly
with Murray Assistant Fire Chief
Don Newberry.
Balentine is the son of the Rev
Felix Salentine. a Pentecostal
preacher for 56 years who was
minister of the New Jenny Ridge
Pentecostal Church. He grew up
In the Land Between the Lakes,
and shows his roots by his fondness for bass fishing and deer hunting. He has taken a deer every
year for the last 20 years, he says.
Asked if he might ever consider
running for sheriff himself. Balsatine replies, "It's a possibility."
For now, he doesn't mind being on
call for the unpaid job of constable. While serving on city council. he says. "I learned that when
you're serving the public, your
time is theirs."
At the same time, he doesn't expect to be called that often. "We
have three excellent divisions of
law enforcement here. It would
have to be a unique situation for
me to get involved."
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Shuttle...

Breihnev...

(Continued From Page 1)
bless in the western United
(Continued From Page 1)
After about 50 seconds, the States.
the Swish, Orbs the Nixon and forences, Europe must space freighter, moving ever
M Edwards Air Force Base in
Ford admiiins, expects no acknowledge Brezhnev "as a per- more swiftly on its towering pillar California, the shuttle's desert ,
fundaniental change in East-West son devoted to peace" who "tried of smoke, pierced through the runway was rain-soaked and
relations. He mid in Paris that the to achieve better iodersteedieg most dangerous point in the as unusable, and conditions were
Kremlin will be preoccupied for between the two superpowers."
• - an area where the craft is also bad at the back-up strip on
"the next months and maybe
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi buffeted by maximum the White Sands Missile Range,
years by leadership problems."
of India, one of the Soviets' aerodynamic forces.
N.M. The Kennedy Space Cuter 1
Other foreign governments and Leading Third World allies, said:
The ship rose into a clear sky runway here remained available
their leaders began sending con- "The world has lost an outstan- and was still in sight when it shed for an emergency landing.
dolences and issuing tributes, ding statesman of our time, the
National Aeronautics and Space
Its two 149-foot solid boosters, two
many hailing Brezhnev as a man Soviet Union a great architect and
minutes into the flight, mending Administration officials switched
of peace.
the people of India a valued
them toward a planned parachute Columbia's landing destination
Vatican sources said the pope friend."
Landing in the Atlantic Ocean from the desert floor to Edwards'
"prayed for his soul."
where ships waited to recover runway 22, a concrete strip used
Pieter Dankert,the Dutch presithem for reuse. Officials hope that at the end of mission four last J*
dent of the 10-nation European
engineering changes will prevent 4.
Common Market's parliament,
The astronauts, awakened
the failures that caused the
said despite fundamental difboosters to sink after the shuttle's shortly after 3 a.m., donned
John D. Causey,38, Rt. 1, Farm- fourth liftoff.
NASA-blue cotton coveralls that
ington, was charged Wednesday
The astronauts, looking forward replaced the awkward brown
with defrauding a secured
to five days in space and a return pressure suits required on
creditor over 8100, according to a
next Tuesday, continued driving previous space missions.
After a light breakfast of fruit
upward under the power of their
(Continued From Page 1) spokesman for the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
and cereals, the astronauts
Juices
main
engines,
accelerating
ever
only wanted for questioning. The
The arrest centers around a faster as they plunged into the rode seven miles to the launch pad
search has included an area of
loan from a local Murray bank
thinner upper air. These engines and shortly after 5 a.m., they
southern Alabama because Bray
where Causey reportedly
entered the spaceship cabin.
burn out after 8102 minutes.
is reported to have relatives there,
defaulted on payments, the
Brand, Overmyer and Lenoir
NASA
officials
gave
the
final
goit was noted.
spokesman said.
ahead to continue the countdown fastened themselves into seats in *He has been described as being
Causey was released on his own
Just before midnight Wednesday the cockpit, while Allen settled inapproximately 5'10" in height
recognizance.
after evaluating weather pro- to a mid-deck area beneath them.
with light brown-to-blonde
receding hair. When last seen he
had a moustache.
He is repoted to be driving a
black 1968 Chevrolet pickup with a
black and white topper. The truck
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP)(USDA) For the week slaughter steers 515
bears Kentucky plates AS4-985.
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1.00 higher, heifers 1.0151.50 higher;
ZOO; not enough of any clam for an acAuthorities were scheduled to
cows fully 1.00 lower, decline at mid- Federal-State Market News Service
curate price test, represented offerings
week; bulk barely steady; slaughter November 11,1912
begin sifting through the remains
Meetly.
calves and vealers r11111; feeders fully Kentucky Pwchase Area Hog Market
of the home Wednesday.
Slaughter steers few standard and
1.00 higher, instances 2.10 higher early; Report Includes.Buying Statism
good 24 Including dairibred 30.7540.50;
feeders over 7410 lbs, in short supply Receipts: Act 4113 En- SI Barrows fr Gilts
According to a police bulletin,
slaughter cows commercial 3-5 3150.
with quality not as attractive as a week fatly IS lower Sows under IN lbs. .511.011
Bray could possibly be armed and
35.5; utilIty 1-3 32.00-37.00; few high
ago.
higher over 3110 lbs 1.00 meetly 2.011 lower
dressing individuals 39.7540.01; cutler
Hogs 400; barrows and gilts steady; 1- US 1-2 210-301 lbs
503.55-53,00
dangerous.
1-230.50-35.50; canner and cutter under 2 240-275 lbs. 54.4044.55; 2210373

Farmington man
charged by sheriff

Bray...

GET THE HEIN= PERSPECTIVE

Hog
market

Livestock market

TO APPEAR AT HANK'S- Calloway County's Lisa Allen will be
performing at Hank's, Highway 79 East in Paris, Monday through
Wednesday. The daughter of Earl and Shirley Allen, Lisa will appear
with Loretta Lynn's Dude Ranch Band. The country-oriented singer
has had several past engagements at Hank's and at other
establishments.
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DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

5061\r. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

SOO lbs. 25.5-30.10; slaughter bulls few
grade 1-2 1065430 lbs. 43.00-46.75; few
choice 130445 LS. veskrs WOO.
Feeder stars medium frame I Me*
5.18411.11111; medium frame 2 MOSLINSOLOS; large frame 2 Holstein IIII51415 RM. 42.7546.ZS; lossliss
lbs. 41.26-44.7.3; madem frame 1-2 bulls
30141/0 lbs. 51.544.111; 500-750 lbs. 40.05
WO; heifers madflun frame I fleshy
MIMS Ma. 42.00-45.50;

753-2380
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6.11.41171.1
ie.* Pomo lbw.

Powder - Regular Flavor

6.99

reanclogse.

21 oz.

Riopan
Plus

Just Received

E.T.
Card Game
PetfectFor-*
Christmas

r..d.,

NT KELLY

For Effective Relief
Of Pain Contains
No Aspirin

ce ,)-592-348,

sto,

CentralShopping Center
Murray, Kyfr
75.13r.1.406 Hours 93045:00

siit°say
hi

•

1/4 Ct. T.W.$295"
1/2 Ct. T.W.$495"
1 Ct. T.W.$7756°

3.99
Ak
MOVIE Et
SLIDE
SPECIAL

8MM, Super 8MM,
20 Exp Slides

Limit 1

Adev...Asvolt,

PER ROLL
36 Exp $299
coupon must occompony ordet
Nmoi
N.041/ vismi

1.00
OFF

Special
7 Diamond Cluster

1/2 Ct. T.W. Ky.
Cluster 17 Die. $539"
Diamond Earrings
Embrace
Special
Ring
Penes&
Pnmeise
Ring

Expires Nov. 27

the regular price of develop
and print roll orders for all
.11ro tr.
i
6‘pv
g. 35rnm & Disc
lirtAkiek.424264
'
avlival%VilvadA\
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No Salesman Sunday

1,1:917.

ti, 311104 i_.

A GIFTSUGGESTION LAY IT AWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

liVeilkv"\itlak AA M A A

149•

'0

247-0673 o'

Genasec

Mint Flavored

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
1:00-6:00
Sundays

$43.0545 00
144.0140.00
145.11147.01
147.0549.50
943.0544.110

*
\revyArAff****6
Goldline Generic

Crest

"ASA'

MAYFIELD. KY.

COOK'S JEWELRY

$6.59

vervii)*^Te

6.4 oz.

US 1-2 M-54 lbs.
US 1-351-ti lbs.
US 1445140
US 1-3 36945.lbs.
US 14310101 lbs.
Boars 540.00-500

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.

,A4A
V\f".".ArATAI GEN Products
Quality
Alka-Seltzer
Healthcare
At Important
Savings For
Your Family

Why The Price Difference?
Because GEN Products avoid
the tremendous costs of
research and development incurred by the inovator. Also,
because we spend significantly
less on advertising and promotional activities, we can afford
to pass on these savings to you,
the consumer.

01.**1.51

Sews

100 Plus 30 Free

FREE
.r,r.
aw,

$1.89

52.04300
55110.52.01

Centrum

Ibin •
...wawa/•••••••••••••,•.•
.10.en/•••••
imo

k
WITH100

IA 2 3111-2/0 Ea.
US 2 25-250
US 2-3 150-730 lbs

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

i:VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

M‘ etamucil
\e'wYI

lbs
54.2044.40; few 300 lbs. 54.00; sows
mostly steady, 1-2 45450 lbs. 51.00)52.00; few 405 lbs. 52.25; 3 and medium
359.450 lbs. 40.00-49.00; 400-530 Lbs.
49.00-50.00; boars oOver 550 lbs. 46.00
For the week - barrows and gilts firm
to 50 higher; sowssteady
Sheep none.
For the week slaughter lambs 2.003.50 lower, other classes near steady

$5995

COME IN AND CHECK OUR PRICES

Coming This Sunday
To Dwain Taylor Chevrolet

Watch Friday
& Saturdays Paper
For Details
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Betting saturated
The business failure of the week, we have to admit,is not Revereware or the local cannery, but offtrack betting. According to .the New York State
Comptroller's Office, the off-Track Betting Corp. is
about to go under for the same reasons any other
businss does- rising costs and dwindling sales.
Clearly, it's not what the city of New York expected when it decided several years ago to legalize
the gambling that was going on anyway, in order to
make a little money for itself.
But apparently even the betting market can be
"saturated." And we guess we shouldn't be surprised that the "industry" now says it needs regulatory
relief to make itself "more attractive to bettors."
Maybe the bookies just can't compete with all-that
excitement on Wall Street.

Watt's rhetoric
Interior Secretary James Watt and Budget Director David Stockman want to increase dramatically
the price of the electric power generated at federal
hydroelectric protects - power on which Northern
California is heavily dependent. If this price increase had been in effect last year, municipal
utilities like SMLTD that buy power from the federal
government's Western Area Power administration
would have paid - instead of the $81 million they
did pay for power - approximately $321 million.
SMUD estimates that the increase would probably
amount to $115 a year per household.
The reason Stockman and Watt are so enthusiastic, about this price hike is that the large
electricity profits would provide a windfall for the
federal treasury. But that's not how they are advertising their proposal. Instead, Stockman and Watt
have borrowed some language from the environmental movement, and, unfortunately, they
seem to have won over a number of environmental
groups with the familiar-sounding rhetoric.
Stockman and Watt are talking about charging a
"market price" for federal power "to encourage
conservation." The market price would be several
times higher than the government's actual costs,
which power buyers now pay. It would be set either
at a level equal to what other electricity producers
in the area are charging, or at the "marginal
price," the price it would cost for the same amount
of power at the newest power plant in the area.
When environmentalists have urged similar concepts in the past, the idea has been to force conrs to pay‘the true value-and to face the same
coequence - of their resource consumption.
And in some contexts, ideas like margirtaf pricing
make a great deal of sense. In a utility district, for
instance, in which increasing consumption is
creating the need to build expensive new power
plants, it would be wise if this fact were somehow
reflected in utility prices.
In the case of federal hydro-power projects,
however, those concepts make no sense at all.
These projects only provide the power they have;
they don't have to meet increasing demand by
building new power plants. If the price the federal
government charges is so low that it encourages
consumption, it is through the utility districts which buy the federal power and which have to
meet the additional demand-that the right pricing
solution to this problem must be found.
New sources of power remain expensive enough
for that fact alone to make conservation costeffective. One needn't also raise the prices of cheap,
old power sources - and particularly not of cheap
hydropower sources, which, unlike oil or gas, are
not going to run out and will never have to be
replaced by expensive alternatives.
The key to efficient resource management is to
charge accurate prices, not any old high price that
dampens consumption. An artificially high price for
federal hydropower- way beyond its actual costwould be as ill-advised for the general economy as a
subsidized low price. Unfortunately, some of the environmentalists who have based their arguments
against federal subsidies on this principle aren't
noticing how distorted it has become in Watt's and
Stockman's hands.
It is true that federal power prices sometimes fall
out of sync with rising costs, and perhaps they
ought to be adjusted more often than they now are.
A case can also be made for figuring in a higher interest rate among the capital costs which federal
power buyers now repay. But such adjustments to
make sure the taxpayers are not subsidizing federal
power users are a far cry from the large revenues
Watt and Stockman want the government to reap at
the expense of rnillons of electric users.
They may be using state-of-the-art words like
market pricing and marginal pricing, but that
should not fool anyone into thinking that Stockman
and Watt are trying to achieve anything more up-todate than a quick profit.
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Mr.and Mrs. Elmo Fain of Lynn Grove
preparing to observe 70th anniversary
When World War I ended Nov. 11,
1918- lit years ago today - Mr. and
Mrs. D. E. (Elmo) Fain of Lynn
Greve had already been married
almost six years. Though Mrs. Fain
had two brothers - Clayton and
Humphrey Key - in service at the
time, Mr. Fain hadn't had to go into
the Army because they had "a little
That little girl is Melba ( Mrs. R.
L) Ward, who lives on Dogwood
Drive in Murray.
About a month from now - three
days after Christmas to be exact Mr. and Mrs. Fain will be celebrating
their 70th wedding anniversary. He
was 90 years old Oct. 11. She will be
88 next March 10. Neither looks their
age.
Today, they live quietly in a comfortable, three-bedroom home, which
they built in 1954, in a grove of huge
oak trees just north of the Lynn
Grove Methodist Church.
Throughout the house are pictures
of their five children, 11 grandchildren and 14 great-grandchildren,
totaling 46, all of whom are living
and, with one or two exceptions, all
right here in Calloway County.
Although they are keenly alert, active and flash quick humor, Mr. and
Mrs. Fain no longer raise a garden,
mow their yard or rake the leaves
that fall from the massive oaks. They
do, however, still can and "put up"
vegetables and fruits brought to
them by neighbors and family
members, some of whom also help
each week with the housework.
•.•
Mr. Fain likes to watch baseball on
television, but doesn't care for football, calling it "too rough." "If I had
a bunch of goats that went arond butting heads like that, I'd butcher
every one of'em," he laughed.
"We do enjoy the preaching on TV
on Sundays, though," Mrs. Fain added. "Yep," Mr. Fain went on, "I'll
bet we hear at least five sermons on a
Sunday morning.
"We seem to eat a lot, too," he continued with a chuckle. "I guess you
would say we eat so much it makes us
poor to pack it." Explaining a typical

day of this, Mrs. Fain outlined their
meal schedule as breakfast at 7 and
lunch at 11 a.m., a snack at 2 p.m.,
supper at 5, a dish of ice cream at 7
before going to bed about I.
When he was 30 years old, Mr. Fain
had to have all his teeth pulled. They
had "hurt so bad" he would never
have any false dentures made, and
for the past 80 years has made it very
well without them.
Mrs. Fain's father died when she
was 10 years old, and she, being next
to the youngest of six children, had to
help her mother cook. "I guess the
only thing I've ever done is cook,"
she said.
Mrs. Fain's popcorn balls,
prepared for Halloween and when
youngsters come to the house during
holidays, are among Lynn Grove's
most favored specialties.
In the garage is Mr. Fain's 1963
Dodge Dart, through which - until
recently - he would run two tanksful
of gasoline a year from Popeye Ross'
station in Murray. At the insistence
of his sons, he quit driving three months ago.
• • •
Mr. Fain is one of the five children
of the late Tom W. and Laura
Johnson Fain, both of whom were
raised in the Stella-Kirksey area of
the county. He was operating a
grocery store in Murray where
WNBS radio is today at the corner of
Maple and Fifth Streets when Murray State was founded in 1922.
Mrs. Fain, whose maiden name
was Potter Palma Pauline Whitney
Key - most of that from the name of
a left-handed English author to
whose writings her parents had taken
a liking - is one of the six children of
the late James and Mettle Humphrey
Key. She grew up on a farm a mile
east of Lynn(.ye.
Two of her blethers, Wallace and
Humphrey, Were building contractors. Among the buildings they put up
is the First Baptist Church in
Mayfield, one of West Kentucky's
finest structures.
• • •
They were in school -- she at Lynn
Grove and he at Goshen - when they

met at her 17th birthday party in
1911. "It was • night party," Mrs.
Pain recalled. "No games or
anything. la those days all young
people did at a party was Mt and talk.
It was a lot different from the parties
they have nowadays."
From that chance meting,
however, blossomed a nine-month
courtship which culminated the
following Dec. M when they were
married.
The ceremony was performed an
the front porch of her parents' home
with deep mow on the ground They
were married by J.C. Rudd, a West
Kentucky Methodist circuit
preacher, and when it was over, the
newly*eds climbed into the
bridegroom's buggy and drove to the
farm he had bought south of Stella.
"An automobile?" Mr. Fain exclaimed. "Why, we didn't even know
what an automobile was at that
time!" The next day, he was back at
his job, firing the boiler at a sawmill.
It was 1919 before they owned a car, a
used 1917 Model T Ford. He paid VW
- "a lot of money in those days" for it.
Before moving to Murray eight
years later to go into the grocery
business with Mr Fain's father, they
moved around a bit as their family
began to grow
By 1928, they had five children,
four of whom live in Calloway Comity. Billy Pat lives in Daytona Beach,
Fla., where he, an enthusiastic flier,
teaches at Embry Riddle
Aeronautical University. Frequently
he tows those long, trailing advertising signs up and down the Daytona
beaches behind his planes as a profitable sideline.
In addition to Billy Pat and Mrs.
Ward, their other children Include
James T., who retired from Murray
Lumber Company,and Dan,a skilled
automotive mechanic it Purdott
Oldsmobile, both of whom live in
Lynn Grove, and Martha Jo ( Mrs.
Carroll Martin) Rogers, who lives on
a farm near Browns Grove.
• • •
After operating the grocey store in
Murray for eight years, having taken

K over when hie bow Moved across
the square to go into the in
Imiases where Ryan's Shoe Mere
was until not ions ago, Mr Fain
decided to move back be the cimmtry
bemire he was afraid his boys
"would get to Whig las awarh with
nothing lode" if raised is Wm.
And there where they lived - ea a
farm on Winweli Road user the ashlag Springs Baptist Chervil - with
1914 when he went bet* into the
grocery business. this Ume wLimn
Grove That year, they built the
home in which they live today Four
years later, in IMO, he retired, and
they have lived harm* there by the
Methodist Church since
Mr. Fain's father lived there with
them for • little more than I! years
following his mother's death He died
In 1964
• • •
When I asked Mr Fain the inevitable question,"What does it take
to live with a woman for 71 years",
he looked across the room at his smiling wife and said, "Aw. you just let
her have her way and you go your
way,too"
Neither recall laving a serious
disagreement of any kind, and the only time they have ever been apart at
night was about eight years ago when
he was in the Murray Hospital for 10
days following surgery
Mrs. Fain has never been to a doctor other than "to see about" her
gleams', and has never taken medication stronger than aspirin
Although two of their sons, Bill Pat
and Dan, as well as a grandson, Jimmy Fain of Murray, are experienced
pilots, neither Mr or Mrs Fain have
ever been up na plane.
"And that's not all!" he exclaimed.
"We aren't about to go up in one,
either!

Thoughts in season

By Ken Woil
You may have heard the 'spreesion, attributed to the nineteenthcentury German thinker Ludwig
Feissrbadi, that "man Is what he
eats"
It may have been in response to
Feuerbach that thi Russian
dramatist Chekhov wrote that "man
Is what he believes."
Believe what you wish; if you
choose the former, you might want to
consult your breakfast menu before
making.statement.
To order a copy of all Thoughts in
Season published over the peat three
years - in paperback - call Alicia
Graves at 739-4901 or Susan Hart at
733-3474
Proceeds from the sale of this book
will support the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care Center
and Murray-Calloway County
Needling Association.

letters to the editor

looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
Memorial Baptist Church will
observe its 40th anniversary on Nov.
12 with guest speakers being Dr. Carroll Hubbard, Sr., first pastor, and
Dr. Wendell H. Rone, pastor 1947-51.
Deaths reported include Elvin
Morton, 75, and Mrs. Ruby Tidwell,
78.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Turner, Nov. 6,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
Beach, Nov. 7.
Mrs. Richard Walker discussed the
work of WMU in Brazil at meeting on
Nov. 1 of the Baptist Women of First
Baptist Church.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Sedalia 101 to 45 in a
basketball game at Jeffrey gym.
Greg Howard was high scorer for
Calloway and Foy for Sedalia.
Torn Mann and David Lockhart are
pictured with a string of black bass
caught while fishing.
Twat)!Years We
The Murray Municipal Housing
Commission has reported that the

moted to vice president in charge ot
interplant coordination of the Tappan
Stove Co.
Deaths reported include Douglas
F Reeder, 26, and Mrs. Crete
Rohwedder,79.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Doris Jones,
Oct. 29, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Garrett
Beshe_ar, Oct. 30, and a girl to Mr.
Sammy Parker of Murray is a
and Mrs. Wayne Parker,Oct. 31.
member of the cast of the play,
Charles Tolley is serving with All"Suspect," to be presented Nov. 15, Weather Flight at Naval
Base at Cor16 and 17 by Drama Department of pus Christi, Texas, He is
the son of
Murray State College.
Mr.and Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
Twenty persons from Calloway
County are among the 8,557 students
Write a Letter . Letters to the
enrolled at the University of Ken- editor are welcomed and entucky, Lexington.
couraged. All letters must be signIn high school basketball games ed by the writer and the writer's
Benton beat College High and Wingo address and phone number must
beat Calloway High. High team be included for verification. The
scorers were Baremore for Benton, phone number will not be publishMitch Gibbs for College High, Adams ed.
for Wbigo and Sammy Hamden for
Address correspondence to
Calloway High.
The Murray Ledger 81
Editor.
Thirty years ago
1640, Murray, Ky.
Box
Times.
R.M. Lamb, manager of Murray
42071
Manufacturing Co., has been pro-

two low rent housing units are nearing completion, according to L.D.
Miller, executive director.
Mrs. Whit Imes, registered nurse
with Calloway County Health Department, conducted a special interest
class for 20 members of Calloway
Homemakers Clubs at the Health
Center.

To The Editor,
I should like to thank you for your
attention to current efforts at Murray
State to expand internationally
oriented activities. In particular, I
am certain that the article on our International Fair appearing in the
Murray Lodger & Times of Nov. 11
will help make that event a success.
The article described many of our
new initiatives in establishing international exchange programs, for
which we are most grateful. It is important, however, to point out what
the article did not, and that is the importance at Murray State of the Kentucky Institute for European Studies
(KIES). In existence long before the
recent expansion began, KIES each
surnrner sends students and faculty
to Austria, France, and Spain. It was
crested and is sustained by the very
hard work of one Murray State faculty member, Dr. Milton Grimes.
Under Dr. Grimes' leadership, KIES
annually draws students and faculty
participants from Eastern Kentucky
University and Western Kentucky
University as well as from Murray.
This program has become a model
for similar efforts elsewhere and is
Indisputably Kentucky's best known
and best regarded international
program.
are naturally hopeful that our
newer programs will duplicate the
success of KIES. That has yet to happen, however, and I think we moot
recognize that the more recent acbetties were in large part Inspired by
the example of KIES and the
achievement of Dr. Grimes in promoting international study for Murray State students.
Sincerely,
Tracy Harrbegton,Director
Center for International Programs

1%d:
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Coming community events
Thursday, Nov. 11
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Commerce Centre.
Robertson Center PTO
will meet at 6 p.m. with
an open house to follow.
Wive* rho Cffr
m0,
9,4 n1.n100
09(19 WW1*SS

Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.

NENOW wiwKLER

WELCOME WAGON
Walt Mehr, left, from
Byron's Pharmacy, spoke about "Generic Drugs"
at October meeting of Welcome Wagon Club. Marsha Dillon, right, second vice president, presented a
slate of new officers. Nancy Mehr, president,
presided. Refreshments were served by Diane McCrystal, to 20 members present.
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"Caterpillars" will be
presented at 8 p.m. in
Robert E. Johnson

Robin Browning gets scholarship

STALLOP
Ri
r
•

Parents Anonymous
will meet from 6.30 to
8:30 p.m. For information
call 759-1087 or 753-6069.

A Paramount Picture MI
First Festers
Repeated Fri.-Sat.

Flea Market Monday

121 SOUTH

Frances Brown Home
Economics Scholarship,
according to an announcement from the
department's chairman,
Prof. Elinor Hay.
The home economics
scholarship, the first to
be offered at Georgetown
College, was made possible by a recent grant
from the department's
first chairman, Frances
Brown,now a retired professor of home economics
at Murray State University.
Prof. Brown has continued an interest in
Georgetown's Home
Economics Program
since she began her work
at the college in the
1940's.
,•
The annual scholarship
will be awarded to a
sophomore member of
Kappa Omicron Phi, the
Home Economics professional society. The donor
also made a stipulation
that the winner must also
be actively involved in
the spiritual life of the
college.

Thursday, Nov. 11
Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
Special meeting to explain new government
tobacco program, open to
the public, will be at 7:30
p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Bazaar workshop will
be at 7 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
Blankenship Circle of
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
will have a potluck supper at 6:30 p.m. at home
of Donna Jackson.
Friday, Nov.12
MSU Women's Society
Coffee for members of
society only will be from
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. at home
of Mrs. Vernon Gantt,
1205 Mimosa Lane.

Friday, Nov. 12
Natural Resources —
Past to Present at 9:30
a.m., noon and 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center, and Gourmet
Galaxy at 8 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
Second night "Caterpillars" will be presented
at 8 p.m. at Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University. Reception for Playwright Ben
Bradford will be at 7:15
p.m. in the Green Room
of the lobby of theatre.

Quarterly membership
meeting of Ambassadors
Committee of MurrayCalloway County
Chamber of Commerce
will be at noon at Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Murray ICiwanis Club
Flea Market will be from
Group I of First Chris- 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m. at West
tian Church CWF will Kentucky Livestock
and
meet at 10 a.m. in the Exposition Center.
home of Mrs. Henry
Fulton.
Saturday,Nov. 13
Second day of Murray
Bazaar by Murray- Kiwanis Club Flea
Calloway County Senior Market will be from 9
Citizens will be from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at West
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Ellis Kentucky Livestock and
Community Center.
Exposition Center.

Hazel Lodge No. 831
Events in Land BetFree and Accepted ween the Lakes will inMasons will meet at 7:30 clude Waterfowl Idenp.m. at lodge hall.
tification and Decoy
Preparation from 1 to 4
Senior citizens ac- p.m. at Woodlands
tivities will be from 10 Nature Center, Harvest
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel Table at 10 a.m. at The
and Douglas Centers.
Homeplace-1850, and
Youth Deer Hunt with
Craig Hargrove will be permits already given.
featured from 8 p.m. to
midnight at Murray
Benefit chili supper for
Moose Lodge.
James Higgins who was
Events in Land Bet- injured in a hunting acciween the Lakes will in- dent will be served from 4
elude Candle Making at to 7 p.m. at Twin Lakes
10 a.m. at The Coon Club, east of HarHomeplace-1850 LBL din. A benefit coon hunt
will follovr
.

WATERBEDS
r

p

t

Come To A Special Showing This
F;o0m5lpp.:.
unday

S

Calloway County
Chapter of Full Gospel
Business Men's
Fellowship International
will have a buffet dinner
meeting at Trenholm's

Ilaturday, Nov. 13
Satordity, Nov.13
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m. movie at 1 p.m., Las
No restir•sitions Vegas Night at 7 p.m. and
necessary.
Auction at k p.m.
Yard and bake sale by
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will be from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. at club house.

Third night of "Caterpillars" will be presented
at 8 p.m. Is Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University. RecepMurray Lodge No. 105 tion for Ben Bradford will
F.& A.M. will have a din- be at 7:15 p.m. in Green
ner for Masonic widows Room.
at 6:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Murray Squar-ABoy Scout Troops 13, 45 Naders are scheduled to
and 77 will collect old dance at 8 p.m. at
newspapers today. Call Woodmen of World Hall.
753-3824 or 753-2553 for information.
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
MSU Women's Society p.m. at western portion of
will have a coffee for Livestock and Exposition
members of society only Center.
from 9 to 11 a.m. at home
of Mrs. Don Jones, 1608
Missionary Society of
Keeneland Dr.
Chestnut Grove A.M.E.
Church will sponsor a
Holly Berry Bazaar pre-Thanksgiving
will start at 8 a.m. at festival at Hazel ComFirst Presbyterian munity Center. For inChurch, 16th and Main formation call 492-8171,
Streets.
492-8788 or 247-5102.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of Daughters of
American Revolution is
scheduled to meet at 1:30
p.m. athome of Mrs
Gaylord Forrest.

Sunday,Noir. 14
Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Beach will be honored at
a reception in celebration
of their golden wedding
anniversary from 2 to 4
p.m. at Kirksey United
First Baptist Church Methodist Church.
will have a skating party
starting at 4:30 p.m.
Sylvia Kersenbaum,
followed by pizza and guest artist, will present
movie.
a recital at 3 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Events at Murray Arts
Center, Murray
Moose Lodge will include State
University.
••••••••=1,1•MIIIII•

Music members meet
A program featuring
songs from around the
world was presented at
the meeting of the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's Club on
Tuesday, Oct. 19, at the
club house.
Margaritta Marsden of
Far.Lands Travel-and her
committee composed of
Irma La Follette, Libby
Hart, Barbara Brandon,
Patsy Carrico, Rebecca
Dublin, Pat Weatherly,
Laura Miller and Jan

Wilson presented the program.
Karen Bolls, department chairman, presided
at the business meeting.
New members were
voted into the department.
Refreshments of hot
spiced cider and nut
breads were served by
Pat Seiber, Fay Nell
Flora, Glenda Roos, Martha Crafton, Kathy
Mowery, Karen Bolls and
Sadie Nell Jones.

PRE-Thanksgiving
SALE
on entire stock of
Fall Merchandise
L
(V,Ae C
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Medically Proven
To Relieve
Backache, Arthritis
And Insomnia.

•

We Have The Largest Selection Of Waterbeds In
This Area, Including The New Waveless Mattress.
We Also Carry A Complete Line Of Accessories Such As Sheets & Comforters.
This Sunday From
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. •
You Can Have A
Complete Waterbed

$14800

For Only

All Suede & Leather
All Suits &
Coordinates
All Sweaters
All Pants & Skirts
All Activewear
All Cardigans &
Jackets

40% OFF
40% OFF
20% OFF
4
12 OFF
40/
40% OFF
40% OFF
40% OFF

Jackets
All Blazers
50% OFF
All Handbags
30%o
All Blouses 20% &40% OFF
Socks & Legwormers 20% OFF
IS

VISA & MASTERCARD WELCOME

4
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Christian Women's
Club plans auction
at Tuesday meeting

2

Ink
end Ganda
Whim show some of the items ter the ce;ntry
as tabs featured lit luncheon
of Christian Women's Club of Murray, Kentucky, on Tuesday at Colonial HOMO
Smorgasbord.

Cbriatiaq Wemea's
Qab at Murray, Kew
tacky, MR have a ConU7 Aaetion wed Luncheon
en Teenday, New 1K The
megvS be Irma 11:41
a.sa..1) p.th. at Calsaial
Hasseftwripabart
Mrs. Faye MAIM al
Nashville, Tana., win be
the gnat speaker. She is
a mother, honzoneker
and "marriage enrichment"teacher.
Special manic will be
by Dr. Chris Thompson,
violinist.
A Country Auction will
be featured. Each one

Sylvia kersenbaum to be presented in recital
Miss Sylvia Kersen- bourn will appear in a
e, guest recital on Sunday,
Nov. 14, at 3 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University. This is
•appeared by the Music
Department of MSU.
The guest artist is a
native of Argentina
where she graduated
from the National Conservatory in Buenos
Aires. After studying in
Rome, Geneva and Vienna, Miss Kersenbaum
made her debut in Paris,
London and Vienna in the
1971-72 season.
She has since appeared
in recitals throughout
Europe and the Far East
••••••••••••••••••••••••••■••••=g

Your Individual
, Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

and in concert with such
orchestras as the Royal
Philharmonic, Munich
Philharmonic and San
Francisco Symphony.
To date, Miss Kersenbaum has recorded for
EMI works of Tchaikov-

sky, Weber, Brahma,
Chopin, Lizst and
Mendelasohn. Presently
she serves as Artist-inResidence at Western
Kentucky University.
For the Murray concert
she will be performing

"Carnival" by
Schumann as well as
selections by Ravel and
Liszt. The concert is open
to the public at no admission charge. An open
reception will follow the
Program

!IMP I imports

should bring a craft, baked or canned goods,
plant, needleweit ora
good "white elephant"
Item to be auctioned.
Reservations at $AO
per person and csocelln
hone should be mode by
Monday. Nov. 11, by calling Gracie Erwin, 41.2174, or Madge Woodard,
7511-4787
A nursery for
Preschoolers only at •
cast of $1 per family will
be at Memorial Baptist
(lurch.
The Christian Women's
Club is an intercharch
group of women who
meet once a month for a
luncheon program and Inspirational speaker.
There are no formal
membership or dues. All
Interested women are invited to attend, a
spokesman said.

tAillht/5

OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5 PM.
LAYAWAYS
FRU GIFT WRAPPING
Air
Center
153 I IS I
Bel
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We are pleased
to amteneacr that
Lori Charlton.
bride-elect of
Terry Berkeett.
be. salected her
polio, from our
complete bridal
rocketry. Lart aad
reery will be marfled December 3

I.
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SALE — SALE — SALE
3
All Winter Coats
20%c
Girls Corduroy Slacks
Boys Corduroy Pants 1/3

1

Boys & Girls

k
Dresses
tTiger Jackets
Large Rock Girls

v4••• .

\ktot
20\
1/3
$20"t
Off

(Wool)Reg. 47.00

FOR FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 12,1982
What kied of day will tomorrow be? to find out what the la
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) liri4
It's a quiet time, conducive
to making decisions with allies
about joint assets. A loved one
may receive a raise or bonus.
TAURUS
Apit•20 to May 20)
"
r
Wulf get good advice today
a botitinsurance, investments
and loans. Students should apply for grants and financial
assistance.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune20)
You take a child on a shopping spree. Fresh air and exercise invigorate you. Join a coworker at a party or social
function.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22) 111114)
It's a nice time to introduce
a new romantic interest to
youri family. Home entertairunents are favored this

•
•
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VANITY
FAIR,

The two names that signify quolity lingerie for
every lady, Vanity Fair from Bright's is the
ideal gift idea With complete selections from
our fashion flattering Doywoor and luxurious
Sleep..veor, Christmas will be bright for all
of your special ladies

J2t4g

(July 23to Aug.22
Visits with relatives are
happy or you receive some
good news from afar. You
receive encouragement .for
your ideas this evening.
VIRGO
( Aug,23 to Sept. 72)
MinOf financial transactions
ars'livered. It's a good time to
mike agreements or to shop
by mail-order catalogue.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
To put yourself in a happy
• mood, spoil yourself with a
trip shopping or a visit to the
beauty parlor. You receive a
nice gift.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) nloAtit
You're in the mood to spend
time by yourself with private
pursuits. It's a day to
replenish energy and to enjoy
hobbies.
,Irep
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) "'
•
Confidential chats with
friends bring useful information. You devote your time to
humanitarian interests. Visit
shut-ins.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72 to Jan. 19) XrWtj
Friends turn you on to
business opportunities. Income should improve. Mingle
with others socially this evening.
AQUARIUS
•
(Jan.30 to Feb. 18)
Travel has business.
ramifications. Higher-ups
, give you useful advice. Legal,
educational and publishing
matters are lucky.
PISCES
I
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(C
Close ties want to get to
know you better,so discuss re• cent wort developments with
them. Happy times come
. through travel.
YOU BORN TODAY are
creative and adventurous.
; You dislike routine work and
must learn not to scatter your
; energies.
1

FOR
ONE
WEEK
ONLY
•Shoes
*Socks
•Hose
*Boots
•Belts
•Leg
Warmers

I
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I0EAL GIFTS FOR ANY LADY
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datebook

Forrest
Dr. Kit Wester is the scheaule.1 bpraker for the
subject, "Historical Archaelogy in Jagon Purchase." Mrs. John Livesay is chapter roost.

Events to be Saturday
Jostle Harlow, children's and activities director
at First Baptist Church, has planned a churc4wi1e
skating party and other events for Saturday, Nov.
13. Skating will be from 4:30 Co 6:30 p.m. at Roller
Skating of Murray.
Pizza will be served after skating at the
Fellowship Hall of the church. A film, "The Ordinary Guy," will be shown. Miss Harlow said.

Any married lady desiring to compete for the
Mrs. Western Kentucky Title on Saturday, Dec. 4,
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University,
may contact Mrs. Carol La Belle, 702 Broad Extended, Murray,or call 763-7012for irdormatign.
The winner of the Mrs. Western Kentucky title

William Brent Wilson born
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Wilson, Greenville,S.C.,
are the parents of a son, William Brent, weighing
seven pounds 15 ounces, born Wednesday, Oct. 13,
at a hospital there. They have one daughter, Jennifer Kathryn,2h.
The father is minister of youth and activities at
First Baptist Church, Greenville. The mother is the
former Kathy Rogers. Grandparents are the Rev.
and Mrs. William G. Wilson of Brentwood, Tenn.,
and Mr. and Mrs. James Rogers of Murray.

DAR group will meet
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution will meet Saturday,
Nov. 13, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Gaylord

will represent the local area in the Mrs. Kentnelity
America state competition to be in January at
Louisville. Rules and qualifications are availabie
on requests, Mrs. La Belie said.
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Don't let
the cost of warm boots
leave you cold.

Samantha Brooke Jones bom

Two Murray State students
first prize winners at Ashland
Two Murray State
University
undergraduate
psychology students
shared the first prize for
their paper in the
Psychology Section at the
Kentucky Academy of
Sciences annual meeting
in Ashland Nov. 5-6.
Karen Dodson,
Paducah senior, and Jac44 IV

Your

THE &Quit

"The Natural Way
To Lose Weight!"

$18

SHARON LYNCH
LOST 75 POUNDS
IN JUST 39
WEEKS

queline Pope, Louisville
Junior, shared the 2100
award. Both were sponsored by Dr. Terry Barrett of the Department of
Psychology at Murray
State.
Ms. Dodson's paper
was titled "Copying
Strategies of Normal
Bereavement," and Ms.
Pope's was titled "The
Effects of FatherDaughter Relationships
on the Daughter's Later
Willingness Towards
Touching and Being
Touched."
They were among 16
papers presented by
psychology students and
faculty from Murray
State, almost half of the
total of 35 papers
presented at the
Psychology Section.
Dr. Frank Kodman,
professor of psychology
at Murray State, presided
over the Psychology Section LIS president for 198182. Barrett was elected
secretary of the
Psychology Section for
198243.

Mr. and Mrs. Galen Jones, Rt. 1, Mayfield, are
the parents of a daughter, Samantha Brooke, born
Tuesday, Oct. 26, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jesse 3410111,
Sedalia, Robert Miller of Jupiter, Fla., and Va.and
Mrs. Ronnie Hale, Mayfield.

William Alan Hughes born
Mr. and Mrs. Robin Wayne Hughes, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of a son, William
Alan, weighing nine pounds, born Thursday, Oct.
2$, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Tomoko Maeda of Kawasaki,
Japan.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hughes
of Puryear, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Yukio Maeda
of Yukohama,Japan.

Gospel fellowship will meet
Calloway County
Chapter of Full Gospel
Business Men's
Fellowship International
will meet Saturday, Nov.
18, at 6:30 p.m. at
Trenholrn's Restaurant,
1206 Chestnut St.
The Rev. Argyle Faith,
pastor of Christian Life
Chapel, a charismatic
congregation in Lebanon,
Tenn., will be the guest
spaker.
"My ministry is
centered in teaching an
uncompromising
message of Biblical faith,
and in ministering salvation, healing and
deliverance," Faith said.
••
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NORMA COTTINGHAM
LOST 43 POUNDS
IN JUST 10
WEEKS

Kids'

Also Girls' Now $15
Infants' Now $13

Also Men's Now $18
Now $15 Infants Now $13

Wallpaper
Over 2000 Rolls
$4.99 Single Roll
753-3321

Southaide Manor
LYNDA LEVINE

LOST 28 POUNDS

Women's nylon sport boots
regular $19.99 to $24.99
now just $18 through November 11.
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IN JUST 8
WEEKS

Payless
Slum
Source

tripr.re,

The guest speaker is a
graduate of Bethel College and Memphis
Theological Seminzry
with degrees in Bible and
Religion and Church
History.
Tim Scruggs, chapter
president, said a buffet
dinner will be available
with no reservations
needed. This is for all
men and their families.
Scruggs said the purpose of FGBMF1 is "to
bring about a greater
measure of unity in the
body of Jesus Christ-the
Church."

YOU CAN
DO IT TOO!

nursery
,CLEARANCE,

LOSE
17 TO 25
POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS'

You could pay more,but why?
Payless Shoe Source

And Well Teach You
How To Keep It Off'

Central Center

Murray
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
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LAY-AWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
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• Saves
Counterspacel
• Easily mounts
under cabinet.
• Opens cans,
bottles, plastic bags.
• Opens extra
tall cans.
• Removuble
cutting assembly
for easy cleaning.
• Power Pierce.

Reduced

$2.00
(2 Gal.)
Total Clearance

STEREO Cassette
Recorder
96"

GE.We bring
good things
to life

753-1725

New $

3-5251

Stereo Music
from FM or Cassette Tapes

Olympic Plaza

SE IIRERISTARTER—
DRIP COFFEEMAIIER
(DC11115)
• Wake up to
fresh-brewed coffee.
• Automatically starts
brewing at the time you
select. 2-10 cups.
• Lets you brew coffee
while you sleep!

/
.
-

-' r
.:

1

Int

New wake-up
conveniences and radio
precision in Spacesaver size
Paler

•Pushbutton entry for exact, no drift radio tuning and time
setting •Two wake times •Programmable wake system
Set and forget •Sleep to one station, wake to another
• Electronic PLL radio tuning with 6 station memory
•''Grad-U-Wake" alarm system and
battery back-up

Reg. 99.95 Now $7295

444o

56.95
Reg.
45.95
Now
Less G.E. Rebate -7.00
We Nave G.E. Rebates On ree P
Many
Appliances,
G.E.
Small
Caffein See

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
2 12

E MAIN

6

HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS 7 5.; lsse

407 N. 12th St.

8-5 M-Sat.

SALE!SALE!SALE!
Guys & Dolls

7.:= -.:-/----

7-44175

All
Houseplants

Jones Landscaping

Reg. 113.95

Play or record Stereo tapes or listen to Stereo FM Features GE solid state tuner, tape counter tone control
headphone lack plus other convenience features

Programmable =tow

All
Bulbs

II64 1 N.
The
Village

Sun. 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
1982

OFF

753-0020
M-F 8-5:30
Sat. 10-1

895
$3

1

4

112

PRICE

SALE
STORE WIDE

4W01140,

All Fall Fashions
(Except Jeans)

Which Are Our
Everyday Special
Buy One Pair At
Reg. Price and Get The
Second Pair For 1/2 Price

33.

4

,
ea

•

Prices Good At All
3Locations
MURRAY— BENTON— PRINCETON
9-8 Monday Through Sat.
1-3Sun.
Sole Through Sun. No Lay-A-Ways Or Approvals
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Many changes have taken place in the New Concord area in post decode
By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
It would be interesting
to know bow far The
Ledger di Timesreecho&
Recently Mr. and Mrs.
Orvis Wilson of Michigan
were in Calloway County
for reunions. They told
how they and neighbors
looked through the
Ledger for home news.
That old McCuiston
School picture in the
Ledger went places including Colorado Springs
Cob., for Wilma Lovins
Gannon, a Calloway
Countian, and her
brother, Gene Lovins,
now of Murray State,
were grade students.
Wilma, mother of five,
and an English teacher,
recently starred with her
young son, Mark, a twin,
in a play, "On Golden
Pond" in the Colorado
Springs Civic Theater
where both have appeared in several plays.
The extent of my activities has been a recent
tour with .Mrs &dine
Lovins, her 91-year-old
mother, Mrs. Mary
Wisehart, and Mrs.
Mellie Sills to the ever
one familiar trails in The
Land Between the Lakes.
There's nothing left
there of days that used to
be. Deer hunters' tents
and campers dotted the
grounds where old
homes, schools and churches stood.
But we live in a changing world.
Mr. and Mrs. Oury
Lovins realized this anew
when they attended the
funeral of her sister in
Atlanta, Ga., and saw
relatives they had not
seen for years.
Even in the little
village of Concord there

is change! Old hems are
eight gone,dikpidated or
occupied by strangers.
Since Joke and Bally
Nance Levessy nieried to
Murray, there is not a
Nance in 0:111COrd, though
they left footprints in the
form of beautification.
Their old two-story
bane of antiques is now
the home of a valued
Robert Lough family.
The white brick house
of the late Maud Nance is
now owned by a
Philadelphia couple, the
Troutmans.
And most recently their
farm and spacious farm
denee.

p.

house near where old
Sulphur Spring once
trickled, has been bought
by an officer of Murray
Univerafty ROTC. Congratulations!
The former Porter
Elkins' store in Concord
is now open early and late
by two Chicago brothers
who live in the late Louise
and Taft Patterson home.
My world is so small
that I know few who live
here now, but with SO
many capable people
coming. Concord may
grow again.
McClure relatives planned their annual reunion

on Nov.7 at Community
Room ol North!kWh at
Peoples Beak.
Hope the coming
generations sera as
babies of'hay and Randy

McClure on Happiness
Hill am store nismaries
01 MeCliare reunions as
precious as those we
remensber at another old
hit
•

Oa Oct. 4 wild geese Dying aseth in Vehape
rumineed rat at William
Cullen Bryant's poesn,
-Ta A Waterfowl.- an
fellows:

-Timm is • power rerlaim flight
the Mug
whose cure Machu they dist I mat tread
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steps
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641 N. Centro,Center
Mon.-Set. 9-9Sun. Noon-6
759-9995 Expires 11-14-82

[WAL•MART

-Holiday
Gift Ideas

Great
Christmas
gift icleasi

•

•
Save 2 39 isRaDay TIME
ChIldren's
Character Alarm Clocks

Terrific Savings!
Mens and Ladies
Armitron Quartz Watches
*Quartz for the most accurate time
keeping .Never needs winding
•Various styles to choose from

When you make a 95C deposit on your $12.95
-Moments to Remember" portrait collection, you 11 get our
loving portrait ornament as a bonus.
Imagine the delighted expressions on your children's
faces, when they see their very own faces on our loving
portrait ornament.
its yours, with just a 95< deposit on your $12.95
'Moments to Remember' portrait collection.

•T win bell •Keywound
eChoose from Strawberry
Shortcake or Smut
•No 6445BYB8 644
•Reg 1592

Your Choice
‘\‘••
%•‘‘.
•%sv
,

Your 20-Portrait Collection indudes 21Os.3-5e7s and 15 vasiets

D/$1295

'TOTAL PRICE
OF COLLECOON

irSC pet euttoeo One photo oenernere per

Triathlon new
sports trend
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— One of the newest
ports trends is the
Itinvolves congages Of swimruing; hicyling and running.
One competition in
Hawaii required swirruning 2.4 miles, bicyling 112
miles and running a
marathei,26.2 miles.
The ttiathlon is too new
an event to have welldefined rules, even concerning distances to be
covered, but it is becoming very popular. More
than 2110 triathlons were
held in the United States
In the summer of 1982.
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These Days Only:
November 9 Tues.; 10, Wed.;
11, Thurs.; 12, Fri.; And
13,Sat.
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway 641 North,
Murray

11.96

Save 3.01
Mens LCD Quartz
Chronograph
Alarm Watch

Everyday
Low Price'

Mens and Ladies
LCD Quartz Watches

•Features hour, minute, seconds, month ard
date •Available in yellow or silver tone

Terrific Savings!
Picco Quartz
Travel Alarm Clock
•5/8 (rich thin when closed

•5 Function watch
•Available in yellow or
silver tone.Reg 19 94

•5 Minute snooze •Luminous
numerals No 604F

•

DECORATE
YOUR TREE WITH HAPPINESS.
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Sale Now
In Progress
Free Delivery
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Solid
Bra1411
Hells
•

BRASSACCESSORYSPECIALS
3- Candle S''Candle Stick.
Ash.Trays
Holders

tria eta

2.00 4.00 4.00 1.00 Es.
ASSORTED CANDLESTICKS
7Sizes Your Choice

2.00Each

Other Brass Items Too Numerous
To List, — Save 50% And More

•

7.00
CLOSE-OUT PURCHASE
SEALY POSTUREPEDK

REDUCED$130 to $290

lamison.
Bedding

We have 22,000 sq. feet of display space

219
say.sieve*
Queen Sac

1299"

pecked full of quality formitwro and it's dan
solo.
If you're in need of now fvroitwe we don't
behove you will find a better seloctioo or
looter price anywhere. Fro* DoNvery.
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State raises are ill-timed soy Baptist
LEXINGTON, Ky.
.(AP) — State Baptist
leaders are calling
legislation to increase
salaries and benefits for
state legislators "ill timed" because so many
Kentuckians are
unemployed.
About 2.000 members of

the church gathered
Wednesday to
unanimously approve a
resolution introduced by
former U.S. Rep. Eugene
Slier of Williamsburg
A copy of the resolution, which criticizes the
legislators, will be sent to
the governor and all state

SMARTER IN DAYTON

•••

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: Although you have been criticized for
printing too many letters pertaining to sex, you cannot
alert parents often enough to the danger of children being
sexually abused.
I am the mother of a 2'4year-old daughter who was
raped by my 15-year-old brother.
Thank God, she was able to tell me what happened in
her pwn words. I could see she was hurting so I took her
to a doctor, who is now treating her for gonorrhea! By the
way, it wasn't easy for the doctor, since he had never
treated a patient that young for a social disease.
Abby, please keep telling parents to take their children
seriously when they come to them with stories about sexual matters.
How many mothers would believe a 2½-year-old could be
raped? How many mothers even consider the possibility
that their child could be sexually molested by a family
member or a friendly neighbor?
Parents, I urge you to keep a careful watch over your
children, and when they give you any hint that they are
being violated, investigate thoroughly.
Thank God, my child will be OK. Will yours?

20% OFF
Suits and Sport Coats
50% OFF
One Group Sport Shirts
One Group Cord Jeans

p.

DEAR ABBY: Re "Pigged-Out in Pottsville, Pa." who
ossuploisiod about bar friends sending candy, fruitcake,
sues soma benss-bisked goodies to friends they know are
trying to watch their calories:
We have a similar problem with friends and relatives
who bring over these goodies, knowing that my huiband
is diabetic. They usually say, "I know Bob can't eat these,
but Merry Christmas!" I feel as though they're saying,
"Merry Christmas to everyone but Bob."
Why not send a small fruit basket or even some diabetic
candy or cookies to let that person know be's not forgotten?
UPSET IN ARIZONA

Child Molester Could
Be the.Guy Next Door

LET'S TALK
TURKEY

og!'

DEAR SMARTER: Thanks for letting me ramie!
parents Gems more to teach their children that their
bodies are "private" — and if anyone tries to entice
the into any kind of"play" involving their bodies,
to report it to Mama and Papa at once.

Dealt)
(

legislators, a church
spokesman said.
The church leaders
mid they will ask Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. to call
a special legislative session whose agenda would
Include the reconsideration and repeal of the

DEAR UPSET: A thoughtful idea. Thanks for a
timely reminder.
•••

CONFIDENTIAL TO SMOKE HATERS: "Kindly
keep your butt out of here" is the message on a
striking 8/
1
2-by-II-inch poster now available. Each
Is $1.50. Write Gasp of Colorado, P.O. Box 39692,
Denver, Colo. 80239.
•••

Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your chest. Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038. For a personal reply, please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Murray State site of public forum on pre-college education
Murray State University will be the site of a
regional public forum on
Thursday, Nov. 18, to provide information on the
proposed minimum requirments for pre-college
educational preparation.
To begin at 7 p.m. in the
ballroom of the University Center, the forum is
one of 10 to be conducted
by the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education
(CHE)across the state in

Register for free turkey
to be given away Nov. 2.

GRAHAM Et JACKSON
For The Particular Man
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

November.
Described as an opportunity for public
"review and reaction,"
the series of forums on
college and university
campuses is an
outgrowth of a meeting
Sept. 15 by the CHE Programs Committee.
The committee endorsed and approved in principle revised statewide
minimum admission
qualifications, including
the minimum re-

quirements for precollege educational
preparation recommended by the Pre-College
Curriculum Committee.
Final action by the Programs Committee is expected at its December
meeting.
Dr. Phil Deaver, administrative assistant to
the president and coordinator of the forum at
Murray State, said the
forum, in addition to pro-

viding information about
proposed minimum requirements, will provide
an opportunity to share
ideas about Murray
State's current work
toward establishing
specific minimum admission standards.
Deaver said the forum
should be of interest to
principals,
superintendents, school
board members,
counatlors and faculty,

well as parents and
others in the general
public.

as

Other forum sites are
the University of Kentucky, Western Kentucy
University, Eastern Kentucky University, Northern Kentucky University, Morehead State
University, Pikeville College, Brescia College,
University of Louisville
and Kentucky State
University.

Celebrating the

BEGLEY'S

Grand Opening
of our New! Manchester store with

DRUG STORES

fantastic savings
viamalarge RI

at all Begley's locations.

We reserve the nght to limit quantities. Prices good thru
Nov. 15th.

OPEN EVERY
Chocolate

SPecal curlarosh
aback or aleck-Brown

Trash Bags

Sandwich Cook*
Bag

1902.

A lot more
Christmas
for a lot less
money!

Beauty Aids
Wstenxoof, Smudpecwoor

SUNDAY

Hand-Bag

Oreo Cookies

Laundry Detergent
The hot, warm & cold water
detergent 49 oz

1:00 To 5:00 P.M.
UNTIL CHRISTMAS

Health Care
Chloraseptic

99,212

with this coupon
Expires 11 15-12
RFC-4EN' r)

Customers have used our Big M Money
• Machine at the University Branch since its
installation!

Cover Girl

Nail
Slicks
Loo.s will min ....Non
Cfry
MI Shades

asp •110
with this coupon
Esping 11•1512

Co
10-Reel

-

BEC.11Y Sr)

Ribbon
3/4- Wide
monad Comm

Old Spice
Anti-Peng:want Sold
aqua or Unwonted
Cely 1.n/boatel
2 a.

Sifnethicone
For Gas Distress
ro. 1he raise of DOM..••••P.Orn.
of magi pie
12 Chewable Tablet.

Sqesek
Shampoo
or. or Plassler

A Gift is
waiting for customer
Number 100,000!

11 or

of
Conditioner
It o.

Save Money with
Begley Products

Croorsled Ca.
OAR hold 2
Cabe

P1-4.1r,sal

Polaroid

Color Itilme
sx potent! Ren

Pregnancy Test 10t
Results r 46 frirlalle•
Ca be uead dews sooner
Tot-Free Consumer Moans

12CO Warm 4 h4411
5211 SCOW esainos

Photo Corner
Touch' a Silk
Toniorlsod Color
Bolorismoots

Thanks Murray For This Success

Melee Greet Gifts
Every enlargement cornea ready '
to give ri a traditional wood frame.

I x 111"

11999.

11 x 14"
maw,.Mom 36 From

Nor sweleble horn 110

odor ..1.010.6 S Mem

$

°Mr good Niv• 50 ars Dee.
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wri-Nr Bank of Murray
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Support The Tigers
attend Friday night's game
VI I

TIGER TUNES — (Above) Former Murray High quarterback Mark Beggar (1) mfr.*
king Cain down the sidelines while (right) the Murray High band provides halftime
entertainment.

Murray High(6-5)
at
Tompkinsville(7-4)
Regional Playoff
7:30 p.m.

1 dm-

ASK ABOUT OUR

1/EAR
60001

MILLION DOLLAR
LIMIT ON
SHIELD PROTECTION
FOR YOUR HEALTH

190119761313

.e

Toe Straw
ger 1111whis
Owes Illegeas

Ni CPCV
SAWsy
Who Ofolard

Telephone Company Chew 50e

All Sports. All Seasons.
Scores. Interviews. Previews.

GOODAEAR

Rudolph's Tires
& Alignment721

753-0595

Providing Insurance programs tor
Murray and Colloway County people
for over 50 years

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
753 -044S
S. 12

All

orsuni

Sol Ak Ctr.

the shield you'll ever need

SUMMER SAVER
fxpires December 37, 7982

FOR THIS

Holiday Inn Guest
$10.00

AMOUNT

Ten and no/100

Good
Luck

• •GPV

Purdom
DI Motors

WILIMISCAIW

NOT NEGOTIARE

As Plirl of one of the world s !shaver dealer letesrog
orhatehoneL we can prows*, YOu woh carers*
&hong on two ways

. Your chow, of any hot (lushly Ford

LEITriCISING
Parker Ford

Teem Fish Dinners

GO TIGERS!

-Satisfied Cesteaters
ere wer mai mars"

Wirray Ledger & Times

1406 W. Main - 753-5315

Looking for carefree 0
01t*
,a0
• transportation?
kl",;000 MURRAY
Lease a Quiet Ford

JfflAUIANT

Oidsiesb&e,
Poidiec,
WNW &
brick

Tigers

OF MURRAY, KY.
ONLY

sin a

INC.

•
&wok:

753-4751

AUTO PARTS
605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky
Don't Forgot Our Caumplete
Mediae & Itedister Shops

iing
opsnaTe
*61 c

Murray
Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5321

41A11 The Way Tigers"
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TRIP-PAK
PURDOM THURMAN
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COACH OF THE YEAR — (Top left) Murray High coach Tim English (pointing) was voted Clam A West
Kentucky Conference Coach of the Year for directing his team through a 64 regular season and into the
regional playoffs at TompkinsvMe,Friday.(Above)English watches his offense perform during practice this
week.

Tiger hopes burning bright in region playoff...

Murray Tiger
Athletic Booster Club

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Given a new handle on
life by a Russellville field
goal in the closing
seconds, Murray High
faces perhaps its
toughest situation of the
1982 football season.
After tying for the First
District championship,
the Tigers advance to the
First Region playoff Friday after winning the

Congratulates
The Murray High
Tiger Football Team
... and wishes GOOD LUCK in
Friday Night's Game!

o Tigers
-NBeat

Go
TIGERS
11
PURD01
MOTORS
Ii NJ

right in a complicated
tiebreaker system.
Entering the final
game of the season the
Tigers had to depend on a
Russellville victory or a
Ballard Memorial loss to
qualify for the state
playoffs. It was a situation Murray coach Tim
English detested, but the
Panthers came through
for Murray and the
Tigers accepted the bid

INC.

14N West Mais-753-5315

Best Of Luck
Tigers!
Coins, AMC-Jeep & Renault
Inc.

641 N

75 3-6448

with no qualms.
"Now we're back in
control of our destiny,"
English says. "We can
chart our own course
from here on out."
The Murray skipper,
voted Coach of the Year
by the coaches of the
Class A West Kentucky
Conference, is bent on
establishing a legacy in
only his first year as the
Tigers' head coach.
"We have the opportunity to make a
lasting impression for the
entire (Murray) program
... something people will
remember for a long
time," English says
about his team's firstround playoff game at
Tompkinsville.
Evaluating the two
teams, English says Murray is comparable to
Tompkinsville both in
talent and schedules.
The difference in the
game could boil down to
Murray's desire.
Tiger assistant coach
Kent Barnes is confident
the Tigers will overcome
last week's lackadasical
performance against
Lone Oak resulting in a
29-0 shellacking.
"We've got a goal now
(playoffs) and that's going to make all the difference in the world,"
Barnes said. "There'll be
a different team going to
Tompkinsville than the
one that went to Lone
Oak," he added.
Murray finished the

GO
TIGERS
GO!
BANK
PEOPLES
0
MURRAY /HY.

regular season with a 6-5
mark as compared to
Tompkinsville's 7-4
record.
English reports a
healthy roster for the
Tompkinsville trip
despite the beating by
Lone Oak.
"We didn't play hard
enough against those
guys to get anybody
hurt," English said, but
he expects the situation to
change Friday night.
Murray and Tompkinsville are two of the

/
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Carroll VW
West Ky's Eceeeirey CON Costa

SOO Chester.

Homeowners IT'S A
Insurance
PERSONAL
THING

ois
oeSe
rotw`'

9V4
Murray Electric
System
753-5312
401 Olive St.

eight Class A teams com- chiding the following
peting in regional games:
Clam 4A,Jefferson Co.
playoffs Friday. The Trinity (11-01 vs StAavier 9.2)
(10-1) vs Ballard 9-2)
Southern
other first-round games
Class 4A State
include Paris (11-0) at Christian County ( 11-1) at Oldham
County
( 7,5)
Carroll County (9-3);
Lexington Bryan Station ( 10-21 at
Beechwood (7-3) at Ashland Blazer 16.3)
Cl. SA
Raceland (7-3); and
Lone Oak (6-41 at Franklin-Sampson
Cumberland (10-1) at ( 10-1
Grayson County 10-21 at Franklin
Paintsville (7-3).
County (94)
Thomas Highlands 1341 at
Fort
Murray's game kicks'
Cawood (9-1 )
off at 7:30 p.m. while the Breathitt County ( 10-1 at ausseu (10other three Class A en- 2)
Class U.
counters begin at 8.
Mayfield (10-2) at Glasgow 10-21
Fort Knox 19-21 at Rowan County 7Playoffs in the other
uov1e County(3-2)at Corbin 15-4)
classes will be conducted
Whitesburg 19-21 at Prestonsburg (9Friday night as well in- 2

A Winning Season...
A Winning Team...
Congratulations!

MEMBER FDK

sot
Go

SENIOR SIGNAL CALLER — David Dglihem will tokat_the controls otthe,
Murray High offense, Friday, when the Tigers travel to Tompkinsville for the
regional championship game. Denham also handles the extra point and field
goal kicking duties.

Good Luck

Tigers
All The Way To State
Vanderbilt Chemical
Corp.

WinTigersWin

Everybody does not have
the same Homeowners
coverage needs State
Auto recognizes this and
provides many, many
options so that your
insurance can be tailored
to your particular situation
And several coverages are
combined in our package
at substantial savings
Well see that you get all
the protection you need
without the expense of
unnecessary coverage
and at attractive rates
Call us You'll find were
friends you can depend on

PURDOM & THURMAN
INSURANCr
Court Sq.
753-4451

State Auto hisurande
A lasocl you can ~end on

Go
Tigers
Beat
The
Bears
"Give
Us A
Game
To
Write •
About"
tuarruy

Weer k Times
1001 Whibiell
753-1916
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...But Tompkinsville's ready
to douse Murray High flames
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Mee
When lectwing abed
ad judging beaks by their
ewers renienibw to hiAde the "Tempitleseeie
Stews: Portrait ei a
Giant Killer" edition as a
prime selection.
Those little guys with
the quick feet have been
holding their own against
some bigger, but not
necessarily tougher,
competition this year.
For the second straight
season, coach Larry
Moore's Class A act has
survived in a world where
munchkin-size players
are normally trampled.
"We're not very big at
all," says Moore in his

sixth
bead
boa
odd

year as the Bears
coach, "but we've
hisassi with some
romingbacks and
UMW guys with good
Wideness."
A well-disciplined
bunch, Tompkinsville (74) has battled its way into
the playoffs four of the
lad de years and this
Friday they had Murray
High, a 6-6 squad ander
new head coach Tim
Enghsh.
"We know they're big,"
Moore any.,"and they've
played some tough competition too. They're 90
much bigger than us, we
just hope we can stay in
the ballgame with them."
But staying power has

bean one of the Bears'
strong points this amass.
as Moore points out.
"We've been in every
Wpm' we've lost this
year, incioding Glasgow.
Glasgow best as V-7, but
the score islet an indication of the game.
Penalties loot us hod and
we gave than a coopie at
touchdowns early."
The . loss to Glasgow
was Tompkinsville's
worse this year. The
other three have been by
a touchdown or less.
Last year the Bears
posted an identical 7-4
mark and lost to
Russellville in the First
Region game,14-7.
"We're approaching

ELATION — Defense has been a vital factor in each of the Tigers six wins this
year. Here the Murray 'D' claims a fumble against Calloway County, leading to
the Tigers'6-3 victory.

Pry's gem jot She
we've approeched *IA Ihe
ethers this year — sae at
a time," Macre amid.
"rui es:pectin a eery
clad game, (Muddy
lowocoring."
One of the redeem
Moore evects low scarIs one of hie little peeple he his high expectations from — linebacker
Greg fligh.
"Greg's only about 180
pounds, but he's one at
those players who's
always around the ball
and gives you Ill percent
every time he daps on the
field," Moore said. High
also startsatamid hi the
Bears' wishbone ottenie.
Moore only had to find
four replacements this
year to fill defensive
holes created by graduation and he says defense
is one of his team's
stronger points. The offen se, according to
Moore, struggled in the
early season with passing
problems but they've
been straightened out the
past few games.
Quarterback Max
Petett, a junior, has been
the main reason for the
Bears' pass improvements and one of
his favorite targets is his
cousin, Joe Petett, at
tight end.
Dennis Kurth, a senior
tailback who was
transferred from wide
receiver, is another surehanded player with passsnatching abilities.
But mostly the Bears
like to run. And run. And
run.
"We've been blessed
with runningbacks this

All-CONFERENCE 'Mee railed.for Maffei High's wooed this mem have beanbeantem/ ihs righl
aide of the offensive line. Tackle ?lover Mathis(tar WO,pard Jebel Wiz Purdue(odder amd maw Ranh,
Payne (right) were all voted to the All Wed Kentucky Caderonostam this year.

year," Moore admits
And high on the list are
two Tooley kids ( not
related), Charles and
Bruce, who alternate at
fullback along with
tailback Mike Tipkin
whose brother Fontice
Tipkin plays linebacker.
The offense isn't flashy,
as offenses go, Moore
says, but it gets the job
done. In their last two
games, both victories, the
Bears have out-scored
their opponents, 76-7. And
since their loss to
Glasgow five games ago,
the Bears have gone 4-1
and have outscored their
foes, 138-32.

"We lost some key people early, but we had.lot
of depth," Moore explains. "We started with
SO this year, seven or
eight freshmen. We've
got six or seven key
seniors that have really
helped us this year."
Reflecting on his
season so far, Moore said,
"We had some pretty
rough competition early
and we're lucky we're 7-4.
With a few breaks we
could easily have been 101 or 8-3. A couple of times
we plain beat ourselves."
Friday's kickoff between Murray and Tompicizurville is 7:30 p.m.
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BALLBOY — Craig Schwettman shows his colors
while working as sideline bellboy during the Murray High home games.
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Kentucky snares
Pitchers, Bannister receive top draft attention Louisville cager
in recruiting war
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) Steve Kemp, John
Lowenstein and Floyd
Bannister had been
assigned the rank of "A- which is as high a ranking a free agent can get.
But after 25 rounds of reentry draft Wednesday,
only Bannister emerged
from that group with a
four-star rating as
baseball's brass threw
away rank and went after
pitching, pitching and
more pitching.
The 27-year-old Bannister, American League
strikeout leader, was
chosen by 16 of 21 teams
eligible to pick A-type
free agents, but none of
the next five most
popular players was
ranked either A or B. And
four of them were pitchers.
Ten of the teams that
picked Bannister did so in
the first round. Terry
Forster, Los Angeles
Dodgers lefty reliever,

•
also was chosen by 16
teams, although by none
any sooner than the second round.
Following Forster were
left-hander Bob Shirley of
Cincinnati, 12 teams; lefthander Bob McClure of
Milwaukee,11 teams, and
lefty reliever Tom
Burgmeier of Boston and
first baseman Steve
Garvey of Los Angeles,
nine teams each.
Kemp,a Chicago White
Sox outfielder, and
Lowenstein, Baltimore's
designated hitteroutfielder, received only
moderate interest,
despite some pretty impressive statistics.
Kemp, picked by eight
teams, drove in 98 runs
with 19 homers and a .286
batting average, while
Lowenstein, chosen by
six clubs, hit .320 with 24
homers and 66 RBI.
Before deals with Los
Angeles and California
fell through last week,
Bannister had told the
Mariners he wanted to

play on the West Coast.
Both the Dodgers and the
Angels — along with Minnesota, Seattle and
Boston — were prohibited
from bidding on A-rated
free agents because they
asked to be excluded
from the player pool.
Neither San Francisco
nor Oakland picked Bannister, so the only
Western franchise left in
the bidding was San
Diego.
The Padres wete not
expected to be able to
meet Bannister's contract demands, however.
General Manager Paul
Owens of the
Philadelphia Phillies, one
of the teams that did
draft Bannister, said the
pitcher's agent, Tom
Reich, had told him the
field had been narrowed
to five or six clubs, "and
we're one of them."
Cleveland President
Gabe Paul listed Bannister as his top priority
and said the Indians were
willing to enter a bidding

war for the Seattle pitcher, who struck out 209
batters this season while
compiling a 12-13 record.
Being an "excluded"
club, the Mariners were
not allowed to retain any
right to Bannister, but
both the White Sox and
Orioles exercised their
option to continue
negotiations with their Arated free agents. In
Kemp's case, however,
the White Sox appeared
to be out of the running.
"Steve enjoyed playing
in Chicago, but their offer
was far short of what he's
done the last six years,
considering the present
salary structure,"
Kemp's agent, Dick
Moss, said. Moss said
Kemp was leaning
toward Philadelphia,
"but he has an open
mind."
Forster had a 5-6
record with three saves
and a 3.04 ERA for the
Dodgers, while Shirley
was 8-13 with a 3.60 ERA
for Cincinnati. McClure

was 12.7 and 4.22 for the
Brewers, and Burgmeier
had two saves, a 2.29
ERA and a record of 7-4)
at Boston.
Garvey, who has
played in a National
League record 1,107 consecutive games, was one
of several unranked
players who received
modest attention.
Free agents with 12 or
more years of major
league experience and
players who already have
been through re-entry are
not ranked. Garvey has
been with the Dodgers for
13 years.
After a subpar start,
Garvey, who will be 34
next month, finished the
season with 86 RBI, 16
homers and a .282 batting
average.
Don Baylor, 33, an
alumnus of baseball's
first re-entry draft in
1976, was picked by six
teams. Kansas City's Hal
McRae, fell far short of
expectations, being named by only three teams

after leading the majors
in RBI this year with 133.
McRae is 36.
Any player picked by
less than four teams is
eligible to negotiate with
any team.
The draft lasted 25
rounds, with only three
teams — Texas, Pittsburgh and the Yankees
— participating after
round 14. Four teams —
Cincinnati, Minnesota,
Detroit and Los Angeles
— passed in the first two
rounds and thus were ineligible to make any
selections. With the Reds
and Twins out of the
draft, the New York Mets
had the first pick, exercising it to name Bannister. Texas picked second, taking Baylor, and
the Chicago Cubs named
Garvey as the third pick
of the draft.
There was no Jlimit,
however, on the number
of times any player could
be selected, so there was
no significance in the
order of the draft.
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Benneit is the first
By The Associated Pres
Louisville
player signed
the
snared
Kentucky
top high school basketball by Kentucky since 1973.
LSU Coach Dale Brown
prospect in its home state
as well as a top player signed four Louisiana
from Indiana as the players, including Teen
Wildcats and Lousiana Curry, a 6-9 standout
State jumped into the from Baton Rouge
opening day lead in the Redemptorist High
Southeastern Conference School. Curry, at 210
pounds, was regarded as
recruiting battle.
Kentucky Coach Joe B. one of the top center proHall lured Louisville prep spects in Louisiana. He
star Winston Bennett led his high school team
from the back yard of to a 76-5 record over the
Louisville Coach Denny past two years.
Other LSU signees
Crum. Bennett is generalwere
Dennis Brown, ti 6-1
top
the
as
regarded
ly
high school basketball point guard from Baton
player in Kentucky this Rouge Woodlawn who
averaged 24.6 points a
year.
last year; Oliver
game
a
got
also
Wildcats
The
signed letter of intent Brown, a 6-6 forward with
from James Blackmon, a a 38.1 average last year;
leading contender for In- and Anthony Wilson, a 6-4
diana's Mr. Basketball ti- Plain Dealing resident
who averaged 20 points a
tle.
LSU, meanwhile, an- game last year.
Mississippi obtained a
nounced four signings on
letter of intent
national
day
first
the
Wednesday,
letters of intent could be mom Bruce Tranbarger,
signed. Mississippi sign- a 6-6, 205-pound forward
ed one player, and the from Dobyns-Bennett
other SEC schools an- High School in Kingsport,
Tenn. Tranbarger
nounced no signings.
Bennett, a 6-foot-7 for- averaged 20.6 points and
ward from Louisville's eight rebounds per game
Male High School, last season.
Under a new NCAA
averaged 20.7 points and
11.5 rebounds per game rule, high school seniors
last year. Blackmon,a 64 are permitted to sign naguard from Marion High tional letters of intent betSchool in Marion, Ind., ween Nov.10 and Nov.17,
averaged 22 pkints, eight or they can wait until the
rebounds and Are assists traditional signing period
in April.
per game last year.

Bear Bryant grumbles
about'Boma losses;
looks for big changes
By most standards,
TUSCALOOSA, Ala.
(AP) — A sports writer Alabama's 7-2 mark
walked through the door would be satisfactory, but
last aftas--Beas,Bryant, Bryaut was. asksCacbs.,
finished his weekly newi some Alabama fans are
conference and the dissatisfied with anything
Alabama football coach less than a perfect season
confronted him: "If I and a national title.
"I'm not satisfied," he
gave you a good kick, you
"I don't want them
said.
time
on
be
would either
from now on or stop show- to be that way. You know,
they come up with 'We
ing up?"
"That's about right," love you.' I know people
love me. That doesn't do
the writer said.
"Maybe that's what I any good when you're six
need to do with my feet under ground. I don't
team," said Bryant, who ever want to be satisfied
has been blaming himself with anything but winnfor several days because ing all the games."
Alabama entertains
his Crimson Tide has lost
Southern Mississippi on
two games this season.
In fact, Bryant strongly Saturday on its home
hinted after Louisiana field, where it has not lost
State's 20-10 victory last since 1963, but Bryant
Saturday that it might be said he was concerned
that the Golden Eagles
time for a change.
But the 69-year-old might be gunning for
coach said Wednesday: Alabama, especially
"I want to coach until Fib since they were put on
80 or 90 if I can get good probation this week by
results. If! get to where I the National Collegiate
Athletic Association.
can't get them to
"I'm afraid it's going to
that's another matter."
Bryant wondered aloud make them want to win a
whether he can still lot more," he said.
After that game,
motivate teams as well as
Alabama closes its
he once did.
"Fifteen years ago, I season against Auburn.
Despite Bryant's selfcould get them to play, no
matter who they were," deprecation, he has won
he said. "I could have more games than any active college coach,322.
won at Vassar."
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Bengals join backsliding player-tanks
ty,7

NEW YORE (AP) —
Chicianall Beam& mid
Denver Breams players
are the latest to give
ground in the National
Football Lessee strike.
Players from both
teams voted Wednesday
to accept in principle
management's latest
money offer, joining the
New Orleans Saints, Los
Angeles Rams and
Houston Oilers, who had
previously voted to accept the essence of the
dub owners' plan.
Cincinnati's vote, on
the strike's 51st day, was
31-6 with two abstentions.
The Broncos voted
unanimously to accept
management's offer if
the owners would make
certain concessions.

Twenty-nins Brow*
players reviewed the
OM billion, fivaioar offor by the NFL Managemod Council, and voted
to accept the proposal
coaditionally. The
*pro listed 13 previa/OM they considered
imecesetallia, bast wart*
of dlecassiss.
"We've tried to say, in
a postive way, that we
want to play football,"
said quarterback Craig
Morton. "Everybody
isn't going to get his own
way, but that's the way
negotiations have gone so
far. We need to compromise. We think the
owners want to know how
U e players feel — not just
the union leaders.
"We feel if we don't get

asenething accesspiiimed
by this weekend. it Me
seams)sabre alever."
Canter Bill wpm grid
the vote was Is* la a
spirit at compromise.
That's whet we're trying
to Pro2oct."
Aram the essiested 13
kisses wes the *yen'
dammed for III per cent
of their salaries even if
the season is abbreviated. and matters
isvdving a roster frame
mod tree agency.
Those imam, however,
are some of the same
items which anion and
management negotiators
have failed to agree upon
at the bargaining table,
prompting Bronco player
representative Aaron
Kyle to suggest that the

No Super Bowl means losses
estimated at over$50 million
PASADENA, Calif.
(AP) — Lasses estimated
to be in the $50-million
range will be suffered by
Los Angeles area
businesses if the Super
Bowl, scheduled for
Pasadena Jan. 30, is
canceled or postponed
because of the National
Football League players
strike.
Rolfe Arnhym, executive vice president of
the Pasadena Chamber of
Commerce,estimates the
losses at $40 to $60
million, the lower figure
if the game were to have
one California team and
the higher if two out-ofstate clubs were involved.

moved or the date changed," Arnhym said.
Hotels and motels,
restaurants and bars,
tourist attractions, car
rentals and taxi companies all have been
counting on the influx of
visitors for the Super
Bowl, a crowd which in
the past has gained a
free-spending reputation.
The stadium holds approximately 105,000.
Pasadena City
Manager Donald F.
McIntyre estimates the
city government would be

reakfast
under a

He said the National
Football League informed the Los Angeles Corivention and Visitors
Bureau on Wednesday
that hotels in which the
league reserved an
estimated 50,000 rooms
for Super Bowl week
could turn to contingency
plans with the NFL
Players Association
walhout,new in its eighth,.
week.

•

out about $200,000 from
the loss of the stadium
rental and a tax of 50
cents per seat.
"People don't just
come to sit in the Rose
Bowl and watch the Super
Bowl game," says Arnhym. "They also come
for other entertainment,
like Disneyland,
Marineland, plays and
museums."
Arnhym says that even
if the game is moved to a
date beyond its scheduled
Jan. 30, there would be a
considerable loss.

hismi's vote actually
unsielsrces the amiss
positive — am aphelia
net diced*nest ot the
ether *yen at the
meeting.
"Memagoneet's eller
was set a take4t-o.leave-it preened, and
maybe It was put est as a
feeler," said Kyle. "We
speed to accept their
proposal with certain
chimes, but reject It as
written, and that's ear
statement on the malter."
The Dallas Cowboys
are the only other team
them far to make their
vote public, and while
they lave rejected the
proposal they said they
would accept it if certain
changes were made.
The votes were taken in
response to an overture
from the milers, who
sent out copies of their
Latest proposal to players
from each NFL team in
hopes of getting an informal feel of the players'
climate. The players'
union has petracixed the
owners for bypassing the
organization and going
directly to the players.
The Minnesota Vikings,
meanwhile, asked the
union to alter its demand
for a wage scale.
"I don't think it's a
crack," emphasized Viking. punter Greg Coleman. "I think it's a sip
that guys just want to get
things going."
After 38 of the 55 Vikings players met Wednesday night, Minnesota

We feel we weeld nos bp
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MIMS
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emarjd
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Clued
ether things. Not away
7 a.m. te 7 p.a.
7 a.m. te I p.m.
from the wage scale —
but some Artifices*
servernset to got sagetisbens going again."
Theassellng wasclosed
to the media. Adesd if a
vete was tallest, Ildihnes
add."Not really ... (bat)
wrissum.=
we did make ease deci- Imam
(AP) - - Jahn
sions as a team." Hoff- Kwlow
ddested Cheadle Palmaman added thet he week! Ilse ma
te at Italy 74. 6-2 Si the
be in New York today "to more.
first round of the
talk to the executive com- 13118•4033
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club owners' proposal. Phnom
ed Tes.an Randy Ores S.
41 Um Maim
"Only four or five would
4. 6-2.3teve Dealers,
have voted to reject the
posted a 74.74 win Vieproposal if a vote was
tar Asnaya.
taken," Marvin said of
Brain Gottfried downNORWALK, Conn. Golf of 11113 by Golf ed Nduka
the meeting of 10
or. 0-1,6-1
(AP)— Michelle Jordan Digest in a vote of the andVince Van Patten.
Raiders.
Despite the latest of Leavenworth, Ran., nation's golf writers and west Olean Glickatein
developments, Ed has been named Ms. broadcasters
of Israel64.64
Garvey, executive director of the players' union,
formerly Aimee Car Wed§
continued to insist
We
Also Rees Ryder Trucks
Wednesday that the
leaders' stand had the
impport of all IIteams.

7534331

Pro Basketball

Pro Tomb

Pro Goff

753-7362

11
$1

big stuff is bark
Murray State University Racer Basketball

"Commissioner Pete
Rozelle sent the letter to
inform the hotels they
could make contingency
plans for the weekend,"
NFL Public Relations
Director Jim Heffernan
announced in New York.
"We still hope the game
will be played. If the date
is moved, we will have to
find alternative housEve Helms, director of
sales for the Pasadena
Hilton hotel, said it did
not have any NFL reservations but that corporations have booked rooms.
"The message to the
convention bureau was a
signal to us also," she
said. "I really expected
we would have some official word on whether
the game was to be
canceled or the date
changed. But we have
received no word yet.
"So we are holding the
rooms now but are
prepared to release them
and refund money."
"The NFL does not
want the hotel industry to
be left holding the bag
should the Super Bowl be

Sc
Eggs, Sausage,
Hash Browns and
English Muffin

Ea MeMuffiri*

Now any
McDonald's breakfast
entree is less than a dollar A .
good, solid meal. At a good low
pnce.
107 N. 1211i

753-55411
!Kerrey, KY

TICKET PRICES
Adult Soeson
$70

Purchase an ECHO CS500VL (16'
or 20 bar) & receive a Free carry
ing case & extra loop of chain Up
to S53 74 value Similar sayings on
other F CHO chain saws in stock

Chain Saw
Chain

'hr% Off
New

Child Season
$37.50

N 19114re/bee Oil
N 27 West Ifirglaie Tock
N 21 Bradley

.1 1$ 51U-tilwerIsville
.1 22 Middle Teespess“
J 29 Usti,Posy

Adolf Game
$5

D
D
J

F 7 Eastern Mies
F 12 Caere!State
111 4 fasters Keatecky
IA 5 literelteed State

Child Game
$4

up to
$5374
value

ECHO chain saws give you years of extra dependable service
patented anti vibe system & automatic oiler
tough durable
construction inside & out

RACERS'SCHEDULE

2 SIU-Carbeemiele
4 McNees'Stets
7 Yeeepstewe Stone
$ Akre.

Genes begin it 7:30 p.m.

alp mil owl to:
HSU Athletic Ticket Offics-Ssewart
,Its. 42171
For more isforrootioo cal(S12)762-4111
loci000d
I wed

—Liao 01VI:that lasts!
Chain Oil
so. 5300
Chain Files

sow

995
•••

my mood of S
odott sermon

rots
child seesaw tickets

Plisse

Address
Shoe
Ory
Zip
NOM Sao clock mil* to MSC
MO faculty-staff oar purchase sit* looses tido,'for $37.50•pima.

•

•

•
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We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!

I.

THAT'S RIGHT IT'S OUR24TN ANNIVERSARY -- BUT
WE'RE GIVING THE SIRTNDA V GIFTS TO YOU!
11-11 THRU 11-24

HYDE pir BREAD
811V2 CET 1 FREE

RONCO SPAGETTI
iv
BUY 2 GET FREE

11.C. 100
12oz fink
BUY 2GET 1 FREE

SAVE 39

RAFT MARSHAELIOW CREAM
BUY2GET 1 FREE

Save115

ADAM RANGE
BUY2CET 1 MU

HYDE PARK16ApPLE SAUCE
Mr2ECU 1 fRff

RAFT MAR N. REAM
101
8UY2GET 1 FREE

BAKERS CHOC. CHIPS
11 oz

BUY 2 GET 1 FREE

Save 49

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY
SAUCE" BUY 2GET 1 FREE
50%.

LIVES

BUY2GET 1 FREE

1

BUY 2GET 1 fRE
r?vp

218.9c

APPLE JUICE
White Ouse Apple Cragery
.17012189c JUICE
lily's Sid Pack
PUMPKIN
LIMY'SPAWN
14 et 1119 PIE MIX

S CRE IRA COFFEE CREAM
is oz.

BUY2CET 1 FREE

•-

44 az

CARNATION HOT COCOA MIX
BUY 2GET 1 FREE
Save 149

BABYRUTH OR BYTTERIMER
BUY 1 G1 iT 1 NEE

SEVEN SEAS DRESSING
8az
BUY2GET 1 FREE

•

Save 12,q

'1" ;1 ;;;(1B-rtila

• „,

.11 oz.89c

c
.99c

Ii..2189c

RAMA BLACKBERRY
18 OZ.
IM or BUY2GET 1 FREE
Preserves
sm st pra sa•
jag

POPSRIPJPCORN
4r 1 FREE
BUY 21,0

Save 199

'

Save149

BORDEN'S CREMOR,4 COFFEE CREAM
.22 1)7

CARNATION C6OffEE CREAMER
811Y21 oz
GET! FREE
GREENEANS...
Craw ciall Sweet
PEAS
Price ofI//CS er W X
CORN
Boria's Eagle Orme
MILK

8AKERS COCONUT
z.
Mr2Gmfol 1 FREE

20 oz.

BUY2GET 1 fRff

km tint Citt

c,7191 149

CONSTUCK LITE CHERRY PIE FILING

16 oz. Save 19

4

82.31'1
agz. 89c
511.89c
5L1.89c

„

Iiity's Toseto
JUICE
'brae Weill SelfRd*
MEAL
Seem Self Rising
MEAL

r 88`

Het Spiced
CIDER MIX
lipit Park lo-Cal
MILK
imomen
filfaRGARINE
MARGARINE
Fe/gets WW1
COFFEE

'
811
.,.'1"

ANNIVERSARY •IT'S OUR 24TH ANNIVERSAR

DRAWINGS EVERYDAY

I

O
re

*REGISTER FOR 24 BAGS OF GROCERIES
*REGISTER FOR 24 SELF BASTING TURKEY'S
10 TO 12 LBS.
*REGISTER FOR AN AMANA MICROWAVE OVEN

FOR THE NEXT
12 DAYS:

•AIIVS113AINNV HIit

•

'713:11.11112WILILFIR,11:1317-11,..

I1UWE/L'LlatiaiLiiifIT

•

NV Hitt 1110
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B.B. Q. Shoulders - Pit Baked Ham - Smoked Turkey for Thanksgiving.

Order Your
•

•
U.S. Choice
Whole Boneless Sirloin

•

•

TIP STEAK •
•

$18.9

•

•
•

Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

BACON
S 1 49

•

•
•
• •
•
•
•

ortt
Center Cut

Hyde Park
Self Basting

PORK CHOPS
1 59

TURKEYS

lb

lb

16.221b.

6,

Lb

•

•
•
••
•
MEAT
PRODUCE
DELI
We would like to take
Owen's Best Oeli Roast
this opportunity to
Illifireless Sirloin Tip
,i,,89c
„
ES
APPL
ill $429
BEEF
customers
our
thank
Owen's Best Deli Corned
25'
„
BANANAS
Tip
clit
ikoneless Sirloin
the finest folks in the
$429
BEEF
ih RAPES
h
Owen's Best Dell Peppered
world - for the past 24
$429 U.S. Choice Chicken Fry
BEEF.......
ONIONS
years of their
Owen's Best fried
STEAK
$329
PhOTATOES
.9pcs
CHICKEN
patronage. You make it
Camila We Spare
:
19 c."lcken 8.8.0
" FINKS
Lb. $1
all worthwhile.
• MS
fte
Ea '2"
CHICKEN
•
Thank You
Ira* 'A'fresh
if/RI!S
,
a c
$919
reitta
19 POT TOES
a ‘,
Owen's food Mkt.
HENS
•
••••••

•

R24

A NIVERS

• ITI 'UR24 H ANN VERSARY•1TIS OUR 24TN ANNIV R

•
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Esthootod size of stote's barley aop revised

OBITUARIES
Mrs.Suiter's
funeral rites
conducted.
Services for Mrs. Myrtle Burk Seiler are today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale
is officiating. Gus Robertson, Jr., is soloist with
Richard Jones as
organist.
Pallbearers are Jim
Sutter, Roger Brandon,
Dick Smotherman,
Homer Branch, Al Wink
and Paul Lane Burk.
Burial will follow In Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Salter, 71, Rt. 7,
died Wednesday at 4:10
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Eugene
Smotherman of
Frankfort and Mrs. Evon
Kelley and Mrs. G.T.
Brandon of Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Maude
Wrather and Mrs. Mary
Pace, Murray; brother,
Amos Burk, Rt. 1, Almo;
seven grandchildren;
n ine greatgrandchildren.

Dallas Morris dies Wednesday
Dallas Morris, U,
Englewood, Fla.. former
Murray, died
resides*
arty Wednesday MOMtag at a rest home there.
Bern Dec. 17, 1183, in
Calloway County, be was
the soli of the late Ronnie
Morris and Jennie Rasa
Morris.
He was preceded in
death by his wife, Mrs.
Viva Watkins Morris, and
by his daughter, Mrs.
Norma Jean Watkins.

of

John Berkley
dies;funeral
to be Friday

John F. Berkley, 51,
East Peoria, ill., formerly of Calloway County,
died Monday at 5:25 p.m.
at a hospital there. He
had been critically ill for
about three weeks.
Born May 4, 1931, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Ralph
Berkley and Peachie Dixon Berkley. He was
employed at the Postoffice at East Peoria.
Mr. Berkley is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Marilyn
Prices furnished by First Fegan Berkley; five sons,
of Michigan, Woodman Ronald with the Air
Bldg.
Force in Texas, Gene,
Harold, Ralph and
Industrial Average
-312
Michael Berkley, all of
311, -%
Air Products
East Peoria.
I% +4
Americas Motors
314 Ati
MAMA
Also surviving are
Anthem Tambora
13% -%
three sisters, Mrs. Dewey
Chryir
11% uoc
42,4
Dupre
(Gertrude) Pace, Rt. 2,
Farti
31% +4
Mrs. Guy (Cozy) Mc12% -4
it%
Georatiteirees
Cuiston, College Farm
sPi• +tit
Garriables
Road, and Mrs. Jack
Gerrailhe
xi VW (Glenace Edmonds) DenCookie.
31%
Go:Myer
+% ton, Brady, Texas;
Gulf OU
IBM31% +4 several nieces and
J C. Perm,
31% une
nephews.
27161127kA
Jerico
&out
The funeral will be Fri%malt
3* rat
OM +4 day at 11 a.m. in the
Quaker Oats
Texaco
314 -4
chapel of the LeRoy
U.S. Tobacco
11 +%
44 uoc Schmidt Memorial
Wal-Mart
13% use
weedy'.
Chapel, LTD., East
114B 114A
Wetterau
Peoria. Burial will follow
CE.? Yield
914
in a cemetery there.

Mr. Morris le aunived
by his soo-in-law. Colas
Watkins of Michigan. see
lister, Mrs. Ivan Futrell
of Murray, and several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral and burial
servant will be conducted
in Englewood.Fla.

panda. deem SA
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Theostlioned =Men pseudo ham
des of Saatechrs burbly provisos estimate Imo
Isincco crop hes beat MI•record hornet.
revised deennierd by 1
The drop true blamed
perceet became, el
-bombers."a Meow
hops amnia le suns •
issl wticli in
Mad, according in lit deniege
bog in wig barna
[satiety Crap
David wows= al the
Ltvestock Reportleg Is
reportimg eirrico said
vice
that heeseboa could be
The latest estiessile of liensd am wet wandisr
the Kesdncity crisp is 18/.11 sod am heavy pradactie

whit' farad brews La
Pen Willece uibuY in
ham
howt report in
creased Ow cent and soybees eslianse in Kara
s
16 s
:
tects. Vis awe 12
antemetsd at IRA
bushel& up &tea the
previews aliesle at 163
wide the soybees melon*. climbed
ems 11.II =Mies bushels
t.u.1 maim

Pier 1 imports
OPEN SUNDAYS 1 5 P.M
LAYAWAIS

FRU GIFT WRAPPING
Bel Air Center
753 IBS)

•

•

•

WAI:MART

Expires 11-1442
641 N. Central Center
759-9995 Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6

Fall Fabric
Clearance

--sprw--

•
•
•

Stock market

Pongee Solids
.100% Polyester •58-60
.In
wide *Soft and silky .Solid
colors to coordinate with
wool blends
Porcelain Prints
*50% Kodel polyester, 50%
rayon •45 In. wide
*Delicate prints 'Fall shades

2.84Yard

2.27..

Santa Fe Prints
•100% Cotton *45 Inches
wide 'Prints with prairie
influence 'Fall colors
reflecting the newest look
for fall

a,
S.

2.2

11

be
•
•

7Yard

Flannel Shirting

411001rAir

•50% Polyester. 50% cotton
•44-45 In wide *Fall plaids
Premier H Prints
•50% Polyester, 50% rayon
•45 In. wide 'Choose from
stripes, florals or pindots
*Navy & khaki or rust & khaki

Hoffman's
759-4512

mile 94 East

1.97

COME SEE THE NEW SHOW
Featuring

Yard

Five variaties of live Spruce trees in
bushel baskets for Christmas.

Ponte i interlock Prints
•100% Polyester •60 In. wide
'Solid color ponte and heather
interlock prints

Fresh new shade and ornamental
trees.

2.27

Dwarf fruit trees

Ah-Lure Velour

Yard

.80%

Amer' i'acetate 20%
nylon 'SO In wide •Solid colors
for lops dresses & ioungewear
•Fall fashion ShaCleS

El Dorado Prints
•100% Polyester •45 In wide
'Rich

colors for fall

2E84Yard

,
40
%artTroia BearPria..

Suede
•
;• ••

SI

House plant sale

"MURRAY
MATTERS
TO US"

1.47.
Cloth
.•

•58-60
r)101'S

2.54

Yard

11197 Yard
cos. o.4 T,.I.l.

•

4

11106.

Save 18%
Felt
'100% Polyester
•72 In. wide 'Various
colors 'Reg. 3.94 yard

Save 20%
Poly-fil
Polyester
•100% Polyester
•12 Ounce bag
'Completely
washable
'Ideal for stuffing
pillows and craft
Plotects *No PF i 2
'Reg 1 66

3.23

Yard
0

Iiki-d

Everyday Low Price
Stitchery Ornaments
•Kit contains

1 set of 3
designs with fabric yarns
thread instructions & frame
*Counted cross stitch
stitchery or needlepoint

ra It

ChristmAs Kits

•

V.
•

2

Sets$5
For

Capta n

Everyday Low Price

Chipper 2 for $3.99

Offer Good Thru
Nov. 30th.
mheochavro.you cot

•

1983 Calendars
*Printed design on felt type
fabric with beads and
sequins to complete the
printed design

$e

• 2 plebes dash
• Creamy cob Wow
• Crimp torch lees

• 2Soulhem WO
,
huel P140•11

co'kkunado
A%

188

Save Up To 18%
Pop-In Pillow Form
•840003 PCP ye Stf.'
cover*Iv ctory-lr.
t1041r1.11
•Pq
404.14
rt1)
11)06
or

Everyday Low Price
Kathy's Needlecraft
Christmas Kit

00/YeSier

'Pee-cut plastic mesn can
With yaf n charted design
and fell bade to comvele
ornaments .Set of 3

FOR

`Jr..

ornaments

•
•
s?eftord

Woe ad
OlOC*
onsociNanc1.4
t •MO ••••00. So Per*
ADVE*Y10110 POLICY — ,
rogemcimpusig. 4 0..4.socco, arm oesecre
clurow PS COMI•O M000droso wilco
are
Mimi
Maw
oi
toocalue.
aro!
Wald
WI *welt
"O. 40
1 ,•••ch•c•• kv
.
Oaf* ...ctorso 4 co
/NI MY I yd.. NO dilleallshed wet aro, oosocloonl000
vow a mare, Shoo ow% e4dIP aracionsw.Ow

•

•

WAI:MART
•

•
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2.

2.Notice

SPECIAL
SALE

il..4216 SI;Mg 3IE 3IE'"X

NotIce

Restore s
S Copy and
We can
floe
retouch and
restore naturaltm
color, black endtm
white or sepia.
tone
CARTER STUDIO

me kan kid A Se
hook Del Fhe Ihrtst
Eolith,Cala, M.121
13 •
SWAM
IMAM MS
Swiss Teo el First Wks
littie lhase al mn.
AIMMINIST
Uhl Cain=
/53-4141
hi a

leadigtaa 30.06 742
Woodesester
$225.00
VERNON'S

WESTERN
STORE
(*fa* Plaza

Nrs. 9-9 Daily
9-1 Sas*

2. Nike
ememoompiesmsominr
b boo

2. Wks

100 Mein

Fold h
lb/MM.
hirink
Ma "pia len celi
sll
hi melba lb poi
hi soli 1.11ke lain
hi all kis kla

753 1291

IOW INV p yak
Mak air dp
alWIRIFRIMINN
1111 silies 11.1 km

FURCHES
JEWRY

Deer cold storage $1.50
per day. Murray Bait
Co 94 East
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of glass, plexIglass, and
mirrors. We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We inetall
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass, and insulated glass. We fix
storm windows, storm
doors, and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
Wass. We also repair
nd replace patio door
glass. M & G Glass Co.
616 Coldwater Rd. 753E1180 or 753-2798.

NEW ARRIVALS

bug Se Isaias Inn
Intais "big liniel
an
Tle
Ine
sang

Jewelry Repairs
Watch repairs
Stone setting
Chain repair

•

1415 Geld choke. Up.
beery weiele Nserieeisee,
C eagles, Irepentlee, Bee
repo Aim and away mere
op to 51% off.

WW1

Caste wry ael ray gins.
mtmalkibIIkiaba
Ad hams le Imes
It takes es kick**
▪ h rmi al =ries.

753-2835

GOLD $11.911

mootesem
JEWELERS INC.
Ohm* Mame
Ws. 9-9 Dolly,
1-6 fae4ey

Court Square Murray

lsisutMIbt
knit lie a Fa.

_

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

52 Carriages
55 Mountain
lake
56 Gary's state
Abbr.
57 God of love
DOWN
1 Armadillo
2 Infant's bed
3 Antlered
animal
4 French article
5 Change
6 Reiect
7 Greek letter
8 Manuscript.

DOC =DU MONO
DCU MUD COON
UUD CODUCCODO
DEEM CCM
CC COD OCUD
ELM COC COMO
UO UCC DOC CO
MOOD CVO COD
UMW ODD CC
MOO MEM
UCCUOMDEU 10120
MCC CUM CCU
COCO CUM DUD
ACROSS
1 Son of Adam
5 Street map
abbr.
8 Alda's TV
show
Wan
3 Permit
14 Location
!15 Inquire
26 Essence
48 Deface
19 Delhi money:
Abbr.
2/2 Margarine
21 Siberian river
23 Note of scale
24 - alia
Choose
28 Join
29 Exist

9 Goal
1 2 3

30 Free of
32 Nevada city
33 Amtrak stop
34 Scene of first
miracle.
35 Follower of:
Suffix
36 Deposit
37 Tasty
38 Surfeit
40 Father
41 Avila affirmative
43 Man - man
44 Scram!
45 Murmur,
for short
47 Dutch town
49 Moving part
of a motor
51 Beverage

4

S. Lost and Found

10 Beginning
11 At this place
16 Toward
shelter
17 Actor's goal
20 Preminger
22 Exist
25 Baseball
teams
26 Period of
time
27 Lifting device
28 Swiss canton
29 Siamese coin
31 Time period
33 Notice
34 Vehicle
36 Weather
S 6 7

12

13

a

1

ii

10 11

18

21 22
24 2

26

34

u a

" 44

40

37

45 445

-,
49

1

52

54

55

11157

W ould like job
housecleaning. Honest
and reliable. Phone
759-1255 or 753-2377.

6. Help Wanted
AN OHIO OIL CO.
offers high income, plus
cash bonuses, benefits
to mature person in
Murray area. Regardless of experience, write
P.L. Read, American
Lubricants Co., Box 696,
Dayton, Ohio 45401.
COVER GIRL MODEL
TYPES (Over 18) No
Experience Necessary
Free Training. Call
Diana Hansen at (219)
345-2000 or Write: Cover
Girls, Naked City, Box
2000, Roselawn, In.
46372

14. Want to Buy
A wench. Call 753-7975.
Good quality Ludwig
Snare Drum. Call 4742292, ask for Rusty.
Straw. Day 753-2844.
Night 436-2438.
We buy aluminum beverage cans, Birp Recycling Center behind
Pizza Hut, Fulton.

15. Articles for Sale
For sale Air Corn
pressors. Dill Electric,
753-9104.

16. Home Furnishings
Frigidaire side by side
freezer/refrigerator,
harvest gold. Call 7535699.
Moving, must sell
couch, 2 easy chairs,
large braided rugs, 2
Yamaha Champ
Moeds almost
old Coke machine in
good condition, coffee
table and end tables.
Call 753-9261 after 4:30
P.m.

Kentucky license
inassagentent position
C.Lwith
experience.
Capable of taking
charge of Optical
, Dept. Replies confidential. Send to P.O.
lox 1040 F. Marray,
Ky. 42071.

1156

Po YOU THINK IT'S
POSSIBLE THAT IM YOUR
FAVORITE PERSON IN
THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD?

THAT KID NEXT
DOOR HAS AN
AWFUL CRUSH
ON

O IL COMPANY
OPENING. Geff shore
rigs. No exalrlence
necessary. Start .immediately. $35,000 plus
per year. For information, 312-920-9677, ext
17748.
Part time help Must be
non-smoker, middle
weight, self starting and
capable of working
without supervision.
Outside work mostly
and hours determined
largely by weather. $4
hr. 733-3018 after 7:00
p.m.
Sincere Book Sales
Agents wanted nowl
Part-time or full. Do not
confuse with usual
worn-out offers. No
experience needed. Full
details send $1.00 to:
ELTJ, Unlimited, P.O.
Box 624, Dresden, Tenn
31215.
Wanted MSU piano
music student to teach
Elementary piano In
my home. Home very
close to campus within
walking distance. Well
rewarded. 753-4996.
Wanted 'people with a
big desire to earn extra
monthly Income, no
gernmicks. Quitters
need not apply. Ages 11
to retirement. Send
name, address, age and
phone no. to P.O. 192,
Paris, Tenn. 38242.

9. Sltvatte Wanted

HELP WANTED

30

32

and
the
and
759-

23
27

29

35

9

14

16

15

word
37 Crown
39 Near
40 Upbraid
41 Clan group
42 Mental image
44 Stupefy
45 Courageous
person
46 Church service
48 Transgress
50 Japanese
sash
51 Rocky hill
53 Article
54 Tellurium
symbol

Found small brown
white puppy in
vacinty of 17th
College Terrace.
4846.

Help Wailed

NAHAIIAIIA

HE'S FIXING HIS
FENCE TODAY-HE SHOULD BE
DONE BY NOW

ME

NOV-,i

WI4AT ARE

QD 1952 United Feature Syndicate Inc

You Y IOTA

SWUNG ABOUT?

firAitt LASKy-

rris JUST A

LETTER FROM
MY MOM AND
PAD

LETTER

FROM MY MOM
AND PAD

Doe(

1.4vo

sr
YOU GOT A LOTOP HATE
MAIL,M.BUMSTEA
.C?

HATE MAIL?

AND NrOUIRE GONNA
HATE IT.'

AND JO's THAT
STUFFED CROWD
IN THE HALL?
NO, 7-HANKS.

Antique Oak table and
chairs, hutch 1500 firm
474-7227.
GE portable dishwasher with wood
grain top, like new,
$100. 739-1972.
Rocker, $70. Black
leather recliner, $25.
Early American green
and gold plaid couch,
$25. 7534497.

19. Farm Equipment
=1111=11111211115511551115155155=

1964 Indianapolis
Moline tractor, front
end loader, set up for
back holes, good condition, reasonably priced.
489-7J73.
1972 Ford Back Hole,
blade in dipper, good
shape. 53,500. 901 6423155.
Avery Tractor, good
shape 489-2104

n.Musical

I CAME 70 FRF_E THE
JUNGLE ME
-N . IF )(XJ
WISH TO LEAVE THIS
ROOM ALIVE. 00 AS
I ASK .

HE DID NOT INTENI7 TO
HARM NEW...ONLY SCARE
HER. BUT WITCH -QUEENS
DO NOT SCARE EASILY.
WHAT,„010

SHE Do?

4

IL NW MOORabb
A one or two, newly
decorated, central heat,
gas Or electric, $83 to
$150 per month Also
Kenmore washer and
dryer for sale Shady
Oaks Trailer Ct.
A two bedroom newly
furnished. Shady Oaks
Mobile Nome Court.
Call 753-5209.
Near Murray, 2 bedroom, completely furnished including washer
and dryer. Call 759-1393.
Nice big unfurnished
mobile home, central
heat and air, water
furnished, TV tower.
Couples only no pets
Call 492-834
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 489-2611.
Two bedroom, 1 or 2
adults. $90 plus deposit.
Hwy. 121 South.
753-5405.

29. HeatCooling

Odessy II and 8 cartridges. $200. Call 7534951.
Pioneer Car Stereo,
loaded, 1200. Sharp
Cassette Tape Deck. 206
Riviera Ct.
R-30 Sansui Receiver,
Realistic Graft
Equilizei, Realistic 200
watts meter, Hitachi
speaker system, KO 40
Kenwood turntable and
cartridge. Call 489-2590
after 5:00.
Unclaimed Layaway.
Stereo, AMFM cassette
recorded. 8 track recorder with speaker.
Reg. $339.95, cash
pickup price $150. Get a
new stereo, new
warranty. Coast to
Coast Hardware. 7538604.

Granny Ma Fisher
Stove, excellent condition. 753-6432 after 6:00
p.m.
We have kerosene
heaters, 10 models to
chose from. Corone.
Alladin, Turco. 7300
BTU $99.95, 10,500 BTU
$149.95, 15,200 BTU
$189.95, 22,600 BTU
$238.88. We sell
kerosene. Coast to
Coast.

lm
23. Exotem
rNntiaminw

)3. Business Rentals

# MURDER
,Kelley's Termite
IL Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
Body Shop, equipment
and tools for sale. Call
489-2590 after 5:00.
Custom firewood all
hard wood $15 per rick
delivered. Call anytime
354-8590.
Firewood for sale.
Phone 753-3134 before
5p.m.
Firewood cut to order.
$30. per rick. Call
436-2292.
For Sale 20 in. BMX
Bicycle. Excellent
condition. Includes
"mag" wheels, $65 or
reasonable offer. Call
after 4:00 p.m. 753-7104.
For sale pair of turkeys,
6 yr. old mare pony,
Fisher baby bear stove,
Dentist chair. Call 4362994 or 762-4771.
Free compost, one year
old. Well rotted. By bag,
box or pickup truck.
1303 Qoran Road.
Free wood. Small in
diameter. Located on
Melrose side of house.
Please take some brush
with you as you go! 1303
Doran Road.
King, automatic wood
heater, deluxe cabinet
with lift off cook surface
top. Brick lined fire box
with cast iron grates
and doors. $249.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Tn.
New Air Compressors,
commercial 5 hp, 60
gallon tank, 14 CMF per
minute. Retail $1,295.
Special $695. We deliver! 901-749-0091.
Sears walker exceriser
with, odometer like
new. Call after 5:30
p.m. 753-5957.
Seasoned fire wood, $30
per rick delivered. 7591782.
Surplus jeeps, cars and
boats. Many styles for
under $50. For in .formation, call 312-9311961, ext. 1774-A.
Wood for sale. Delivered anytime. 4742274.
Wood for sale. $22.50 per
rick. Call 489-2590 or
753-9880 after 5:00.

27. Mobile Home Sales

**1

STUPID MAN .„sr01.1
COULD BECOME MY
HUSBAND.'

lisies

12x40, 1 bedroom, 2.5
miles from MSU campus, ideal for college
couple, owner will finance with no interest.
$500 down, $100 per
month for 24 mos. Total
52,900. 606-672-3479.
12x60, 3 bedroom on a 1/2
acre lot 11
/
2 from 641
South on Tom Taylor
Rd. Asking $7,500, call
after 6p.m. 753-4512.
12x60 Two bedroom, 1
bath, real good shape.
100 AMP service pole,
200 meter base, rizer
arid weather heabl
complete. Phone 4928336.
11x70 three bedroom, 2
bath, underpinning, 200
AMP service pole, all
electric. 437-4171.
1912 Double wide 21x56,
fireplace, built-in kitchen, 3 bedroom, central heat and ear, $1,000
assume note. 474-2227.

Air conditioning,
appliance and
refrigeration service. All brands.
759-1322.

Mini
Wareboaso
Storage Spice
For Rent
753-4758

311:W_
X Huns*Rat

Three bedroom house.
12 miles from Murray
on Hwy 962, Hardin.
Call 606-251-3707

i.Pos-suppoes
AK C German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions,
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spitz. 502-554-2153.
Australian Shepard
puppies, 6 weeks old
435-4125.

IL Public Sale

Nammimmonw
HOLLY BERRY
BAZAAR
Atilt lowlose, boort end
ramisil Pm, Mimosa
Manilas Ned sifts, Tentless, diem es me sad
mho Maoism se huedmak pa cubist, Webs•
S. Rest Prodoftwiao
Chard. IS* NW Mob,
lawny.

Image Sale.
Fri. 10-5:30.
American Legit).

Hall. Lots of girls
clothing, (size 5,
7, 9) lots of odd
and antis.

Garage Sale
3 Family Sale. 1111110rue
An. Nri. 1111 ail 1311.
I:31 (II 5, limns,
newtons, Ms el Isys
(Twist me fhb! Prim),
Oakes, fweitere, 1 track
tape player, tapes, misc.

32. Apts. For Rent
For rent Hamelot North
Apartments. Nice 2
bedroom townhouses.
Appliances, central
heat. 1 bedroom apartment also available.
753-7559 or 753-7550.
Mur-Cal Apts. 1 bedroom for handicap or
elderly, especially
equipped for wheel
chairs. Equal Opportunity Housing. Phone
759-4984.
One bedroom, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, 762-6650 or
436-2844.
One or 2 bedrooms,
available in middle of
November. Call Embassy Apts. 753-3530
Two bedroom furnished, available Nov
17. Days 753-8298 or
nights 753-6194.
Two bedroom, furnished, lease and deposit, no pets, adults
only. 753-9208 after 4
p.m.
Two bedroom brick
duplex apt. mostly furnished, electric heat
and air, no pets, $195
per month. Couple
preferred. Call 753-6931
after 5p.m.

33. Rooms for Rent
United Ministry Center,
1611 Olive St. (1 block
behind Granny's Porch)
$295 Spring Semester.
Rooms available in
Dec. at end of this
semester. House has
kitchen, study room, TV
with cable, gas appliances and air conditioning. 753-3531.

34. Houses for Rent
Four bedroom, formai
dining room, living
room, den, large kitchen, breakfast room,
1
2 bath, utility room, 2
2/
car garage, 4 acres.
2800 sq. ft. 47/-8033, if no
answer call back.
One bedroom, partially
furnished house, no
children or pets. 7536632 or 759-4417.
Three bedroom, no pets.
Evenings 753-9261.
Three bedroom brick,
two levels, fireplace,
wood deck, waterfront.
Coleman Real Estate.
753-9198.
Two bedroom brick
home, 8 mi. SE of
Murray, large lot, utility, recently redecorated and re insulated. References,
deposit, married
couples only. Call 4921594.
Two bedroom, electric
wall heat, close to
downtown. Prefer
couples, small deposit
required. 436-24.16.
Two bedroom home, 7
miles East 290. $185 a
month. 436-2902.
Two bedroom house
with garden plot near
downtown. 753-6429 after 4:30 or 759-1420.
Two bedroom home, no
pets allowed, references required. Call
753-7791 after 4.
Two bedroom brick,
fireplace, garage,
wooded lot. 10 m1Its
East. Coleman Real
Estate. 733-90911.

3 PARTY

YARD SALE
Sat., Nov. 13, 8 til S.
518 So. 13* St. Glass
door firoscreon and
irons, crates, tabs,
boosekold Items,
chillies, some knee
sizes, aids and ends.

YARD SALE
603 Vine St. Sat.,
Nov. 13, 9 a.m.-4
p.m. Books,

Records, music,
clothing, extras.

Yard
Sale
501 South 6th
Set., Nov. 13.

INDOOR
SALE
Nome Dept. Merray
Woman's Club. hi
and Vino. Sat., Nos.
13, 8-2 Bakery G•4411
Assails, Coffee.

YARD SALE
Mile lei kis* at 11
leg TOW Slap, sme a.
cal talk, cbir,
rink glassware drapes,
relritsrata, lisawasisr,
chess. dryer. 140
onset all Nan dor
item 411 Seel 46, Fri.
ai Sat 1 015.

HUGE MOVING SALE
Iowa' holds Camp. lbw.
11-13-134. 1:•• AA. 10
4 1.111.. ON old NI Is ANN
isimbts so Peery Id. Winch
ter sips. 1952 Ford red
le* Tremor & Coltoester,
4 a I Trr, Woo en. IS59 trilar, II a 8 Gloom
test, Favolloro, Dopressios
Wow's,llososhold
pooh, dolbso-hrioote
Molts. MI kit to moth Is
woollos,
•

•
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4.Red bib

1P°1141
1&
Meet ill AKC Boxer, 11
weeks Pd. male, be
autiful dog. 437-4112

41. Milk Sok
3 PARTY
GARAGE SALE

Dog Obedience Pro**
tion Training and breed
showing classes. Private instruction avail.bit. Mary Adelman,
436-311.511.
Five year old pointer,
$200. 150364.

41. Mk Sale
YARD SALE

Fri. mod Set. 4-4.
1 ill Illagnelle.
Oodles, *refry, few
Miens, ists if
ifs.'..

imaommwmass.
YARD SALE
Onsisel St. I so.4
St, ii,. 13. Ts Meolit
Crlsis Prsgusety
Color, iney Win type
Kos, Inners, at
Ors, nears Imes, navy
alp Ness his Matta
ftll progs to tat Las
wls

Inn. NM
,
YARD SALE
4 party yard sale.
Toys, Christmas
items, %niters mid
clothes. hwy. 641
North, lit bees, is
left pest ffsber Price
latersectim. Fri. and
Set. 8 S.

704 110 Si. Miley
a...12
p.a. Setwdey
pee. Naceey &dew well
pew, Why service pie,
Way sleeks wile, amt.
Ware= sink, hemp.
es-.sesee end enemes
dean, hadepeeds. awtabs, eed Elec. bens. Ile
-Is.

43. Real Estate
Extra nice Town House
Duplex. Large rooms
and plenty of closet
space will please the
most discriminating
tenants. The excellent
location will assure
maximum occupancy
and income. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

vimiiimilftumm
rourr
Realty

Marne, kashrcky 42071
(502)753-1156
Anytime
101 KOINON
Iroise
Lkeesed S, haled

AUCTION

•

OP t Rt D
I.

11

'V

Peace and quiet
prevails over this
tri-level brick
home. The
gracious foyer and
center staircase
provide an excellent traffic pattern. Four
bedrooms, central
gas heat and central electric air
provide comfort
and economical
utilities. Priced
right. KO PPERUD REALTY
753-1222.

44. LotsforSaie
Three acre lot, 31,4 miles
off 280. Must sell.
489-7775.

45. Farmsfor Sale
Office Gust re Cant
Owen free Everywhere
9.
RAM* Service Rime 1•
1912 Celdweter Reid

Satenley, Nov. 13, 10:00 sm., 4th boom west
off 641 Freeway at Aisne crossieg. Will sell
bees, of extra nice appliences, %rafter* end
misc. items. Like new frost free refrigerator,
30" electric range, matching set somatic
walker end dryer, hires chest type house
freezer, nice living room %miters, odd choirs,
picteres, coffee end mid tales,
bedroom molt with Kis' size bed, bail bed, desk,
dieette set, lots if glass, chins and cooking
ittessils, odd tools, bicycles, extra large lot of
toys and misc. items.
For information cell

Otto Chester 435-4128

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, November 30, 1982,
10:00 AM, Liquidation of A-1 Ford
Tractor Company Hwy 4813 South
Clarksville Tn.
Consists of parts shop,
automotive equipment, metal
bins, doziers, tractors, trucks
4x4, chain saws. Ford 2600, 198b
IH Diesel truck, setters, balers,
racks, pickers, house trailers
and a camper.
This is just a sample of the items in
this sole. For more information call
615-647-5767

Thirty acres of good
and, good
farm
highway frontage on
County Line Road. Must
sell. For more information, call 489-2775.

16. Homesfor Sale
Story stucco home in
city. 3 bedroom, dryer
hook-up and wall to wall
carpeting. Garage and
paved drive outside
Priced to sell at $25000.
Call Spann Realty As
soc. 753-7724.
Completed in "82". 3
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath,
ranch style home. New
carpet, refrigerator,
stove, a/c, drapes,
blinds, disposal and
wallpaper. Also utility
room, carport, and
wooden deck. $42,900
1618 Oak Hill, 753-9949.
HEY LOOK ME OVER,
L END ME YOUR
E AR
Excellent
neighborhood...Close to
shopping center,
groceries, and restaurant_ And I ,have specious rooms and a flowing, easy floor plan.
Cabinets and storage
galore...so, Look me
over by calling CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753-1492.
This home is located in
Circarama on a quiet
tree-lined street. With
easing of interests, we
have the financial
knowledge to make it
affordable for you.

FOR SALE
Newly redecorated
cabin on water
front lot. Cypress
Bay area on Ky.
lake. Completely
furnished with
new wood burning
stove. Owner being transferred.
Price $16,500.
Coll 753-3853
after 1:00 P.M.

Richard H. Crouch MD,DABFP
announces a change in office hours
Beginning November 1 the office will
be open

Monday-Thursday 8:00 A.M.-5:00P.M.
Closed All Day On Fridays
Open Most Saturdays 9 A.M.-12:00 Noon

4.11solOws

LOVE OLDER
HOMES? Coley the
Isntury ef lore, size
rooms plus many Witt
ins 'DIM bright. cliserhoi
decor New central :furnace plus earage
apartment for rental
income Call 753-14971
today for your 10611 at
Me property Owner is
making this house of
fordable. He towns hoe
homes.. his leas is your
gain. CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs. Moaners.
Panorama Shorn Lake
Nome. New listing offered on Elmhurst
Drive. Nicely furnished
2 bedroom, brick home
with electric heat,
fireplace, and lovely
lake view. Move in
today for only 532,9110.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
SAVE $555 buy direct
from owner. 3 or 4
1
2
bedroom brick. 1 /
bath. 1690 sq. H. TVA
insulated. 1605 Belmont.
753-4193.
The "I's" Have It
Whether it's yea or nay,
yes or no, or whatever,
you're going to vote for
this home once you sew
it. Well constructed,
nicely appointed 3 bedroom brick with large
den, 1 1/2 baths, central
heat and air and partial
basement. Priced at
$48,300. Let us show you
this home today. KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.
Three bedroom on 2
acres, great for calves
and horses. 753-3892 or
753-6221 ask for David
W.
TDree bedroom house
worth rough wood siding
on large one acre lot.
Located in Almo area,
$25,000. Call 753-2670.
Very nice stone fronted
hOrne in city. Just right
for newlyweds or retired. 2 bedrooms, dryer
hook-up, range and
utility room. Outside is
large porch and
storage/workshop.
Priced low at $23,500.
Call Spann Realty Assoc.753-7724.

una...."
1174t*gaib
.1111
.411
"8Mrm.
NM Ptomain* Flory III.
creole. power
window*. Maw slow
ins. pow bream AM
FM. Pr. geed ceratitien
no-4n. No. se Riviera
Ds. Ask for BIlly
19n Cheers*, Meru&
75.888 miles. 4 speed. 4
:yc lender. 51,258 firm
'53-0101.
1976 Cadilliac Coupe
Deville. silver red
leather interior. leadet
excellent condition 753
$712 atter 6 p.m
1976 Ford Maverick,
completely rebuilt metor, runs excellent,
needs body work, inside
clean $1,215 Call 753
0121.
1177 Grenada. 2 dr a/c.
stereo, VS. PS, Pe, best
offer. Call after ep m
7621076.
1977 Thunderbird, white
and red power steer•
ing, power brakes, air,
AM FM stereo. Call
753-7157

P110111111152
Need a missed *MOO

Iesideetiel. Weal
mmemes. Cal liegb
Sedum& 751- 1711 er
753-8076.

ef domino.
474-1113$
Need

wee.?

ii year
wk
Tapping. item

Sonlas011ni

WM SI
Mg
ISM

Mt.

111
Oft 1111111

N

Mee

Mull beaveil in
krIer• and de

Ii•vsewere

peer
light
Relle040.

bee* resereacee. 7111
elesetteree on

we.

removal and mere Co
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years OR
perience
Carpentry.
concrete
plumbing.
rooting, sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates Days 474
2359. nights 4742374.
Get cite or truck reedy
tor winter
Have it
buffed or waxed 711
7157. Will
k

D OVER'S TREE
SERVICE 1•r Pro
fessienel tree care
753-0836
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet easements
dry work completely
Call or Will .10 Merle Cleialsil.
guaranteed
reasonable rites and
writs Morgan Con
Caii
striKtien Co RN I 114). references
Padut sh Ky 47 411
409 A
Will do piensaing.
431181. or call 1 442 PM
Meting. carol:Mr,. paw
log and reefing Caa 711
IMO UNION
2211
Ale INNMNIM

Wile es fewer ea some
and car slerte awe
perleblies CAW 7534725
WIN rate Move& /13
1111
WIN saaresa male mem.

ctrceler saws. and
mem

EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALL.PAP€RING

20 yews egotism.
kind Deers ear

753- 71
753-529

'
P"
ra.

spethdlly.
NMI
NOW OD.
354-6127

DA
'

IL Frs.Cisme
Long haired dray
sisitter rat 1 grayeaa
bhp, mate krthrni 43$

4

AAA Casten
Mode Cabinets
beeitesses, Notches, Cori,
Cabinets etc.
Reesenebie
436-2546

Indoor Flea Market

1973 Dodge Tioga motor
home. 20ft. sleeps 6,
completely selfcontained. Needs motor
work. $4000 or best
offer. Call 436-5510.
42" Camper for pickup,
walk through doors.
Asking $400,-437 48F3 *

Murray Kiwanis Club
Exposition Center

Setvorday, Nevendoer 13, at le A.14.,
121 Ps*" Street, Murray, IT. Reim or
Wm WM oil estate of tts• lots Mrs.
Sum.

Ibc-rioN

S3. Services Offered

Bob's Home Improvement, 37 years building
experience, remodeling, additions, concrete
work, repairs, general
home maintaince. Call
753-4501.
CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827.
Dale Spencer portable
sandblasting and pain
ting. Back hoe service
also available. Call 753
6626 after 6:00 PM.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.

AUCTION

.0.011

52. Boats-Motors

2500 Sq. Ft quality built house on 1 acre
lot 3 bedroom 2'i bath, formal dining and
living room. family room, utility and choir
We garage, fully carpeted, 3 miles from
Murray, corner of 121 North and Rob
Mason Rood (1113) Coll 7512967 after 5
.m.

Sps.s.cedSy

Fri. Nov. 12,9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. Nov. 13 9 a.m.-S p.m.

1303 Olds engine, transmission, generator and 16 Ft. Cobalt, 140 hp.
regulator, complete. I/O, very nice 753 3197
Call 753-5083 days. 753 or 759-4107.
0790 after 6 p.m.
•

Montgomery Ward and Company, Inc., is looking for a
special husband and wife team to own and operate the
Words Sales Agency in Murray, Ky. By special, we mean
above average in experience and ability with the ambition
and drive it will take to turn a less than profitable business
into a money maker. A very limited investment is required
because of the circumstances, however, the results can be
rewarding. If you feel you and your spouse can meet these
requirements and have the will to succeed where others
have failed, please contact Larry Heublein for a personal interview.
Larry Heublein
Montgomery Want
2101 E. Kemper Rd.
Sharonville, OH 45265

We de any type

knituallni

91. Used Trucks

1982 Honda MB5 under
warranty, 145 miles 100
mpg. $500. 206 Riviera
Cts.
For sale brand new 110
Honda Three Wheeler.
$700. 437-4738 after 5:00.

1965 Ford Station Wagon, 1978 Chevy Pickup.
753-3571. After 6, 7532515.
1967 Chevrolet Impala,
77,000 miles, locally
owned, 1500 1977 El
Camino, red and white,
36,000 miles, locally
owned, immaculate and
loaded with extras.
54,000. 753-3007.
1971 Datsun truck, excellent condition. $1,000
firm 436-5830 after
P.m
1971 Monte Carlo, is in
primer and ready to
paint, new shocks and
tires, 61,000 miles, with
original motor. $700 or
best offer call 753-4935
or can be seen at J.T.
Todd Mt. Sales on Old
641 North from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. Ask for Tim
Todd.
1972 Datsun B110, 1200
c.c., 4 speed, motor
good, body rough, $350.
Call 753-6564
1972 Fiat Station Wagon, 56,000 miles, great
gas mileage Evenings
753-9261.
1973 Volkswagon
Square Back, excellent
condition, low mileage,
51,595. 1-901-247-5397.
1974 Caprice Classic in
new condition, 47,000
actual miles. Tilt,
cruise, windows and
seats with new set of
Michelin tires. $2,300 or
best offer. Call 753-0457
after 6 p.m

stoma

W. buy 1st and Ind
mortgages at a discount
from Individuals and
Credit
Companies
Guttering by Sears. Thrift BP Air Center
1967 Chevrolet Pickup,
William Cole, Manager
V-8 standard, long WB, Sears continuous gut 7535373.
ters installed for your
900d shape. 4.16-5806.
specifications Call Will babysit in my
1971 Ford Truck, 4 Sears 7532210 for free home. Have references
wheel drive, extra nice. estimate.
Coil 7534474.
Call 753-4549 after $
Let
me
address
your
Will banyan **ea days
p.m.
Christmas cards 35
1976 Dodge Tradesman cents a card. Includes
300 Van, 46 ton, heavy postage and delivery to
duty rear end, 311 post office. 753-0294.
engine, 71,000 miles
partially customized,
good condition. Sears
Reefing Ai Types, 15
18,000 BTU
conditioner, 150 gal. gas
years expevisece,
tank with pump. Call
weds gearesteesl. Des
after 1 p.m. 498-8952.
Wilkens., 489-2580
1910 G.M.C. Pickup. 6
or 345-2602.
cylinder, straight shift
with 14,000 miles. 54,700.
Call 753-0457 after 6
p.m.

Si. Campers

49. Used Cars

SMNIU
WANING

1978 LTD, Brougham,
27,000 miles, tilt, cruise.
Air, stereo AM -FM
tape. 1.I.500. Call 7501049.
1978 Pontiac Grand
Sarfari Station Wagon.
Call 753-5691.
1979 LTD Ford, power
and air. Phone 753-3571.
After 6, 753-2515.

41. Motorcycles

AOto Services

isnicsi011wel

111.1rdasOlbil

41.11messisrSie

ARE YOU THIS SPECIAL COUPLE?

f,

3IE 31-111E 310

IS

Saterday, Nov. 13 at 10:00 a.m.
In Beyweed Vista, is Ilayweed Vista Drive, 11
miles *est if Raney, Ky., ea ifigirwey 250. Fres
Murray ge oust 2 miles ea Hwy. 14, tare right on
2$11.
Hi..,Let No.553 eel$ew Piessuri Iwo
The house is ir z i2', ft is liveable but needs same repairs.
water connection fee already paid, septic system. aU an a nice
corner lot Sale held rain or atm.'
Terme. 20% down. Wargo,calk with deed
Perused Property
1, ION American mobile home 12 z 45.2 bedreums,fermahed.
electric heat May be men at lot No 57 Hibist's Owl,
Cs5
&rater Road in Murray IT IS RENTED seal Derserber
Sale of mobile home will be held at auction site in Reywood
Mieediasiseias Parma& Pmperty
boil action rifle • It Wye's. - oak library table • claw foot
table - refrigerator - electric stove • tables chairs raga iota
of old books and post cards 7 walking canes Aladdin lamp
and other items
Csim
SOW I. halves 10 Franklin helves $ Washingtan quarters • a
Liberty head dimes
beer dollars lief dirrie 5 sliver &dors_

n

Sale By Thomas White & Sons
Aection A Reeky
Kettewe, Kentucky

5 Auctioneers: Todd, Cosh, Grady, Kim & Thomas
Office 311-7251

new items: Westinghotme 30 in.
range, Philco side-by-side no frost refrig,
console RCA color TV, Coolerator air conditioner, Speed Queen washer, set of
cookware, Bunn coffee maker, hide-e-bed
couch, vaporizer, afghans.
Also, 8 place setting Wm Rogers silver
plate & 8 place nice stainless. S place
china dinnerware, coffee & end tables,
rockers & other chairs, lamp table, window fan, vacuum cleaner ( upright), elec.
mixer, Polaroid 1 step, lamps, ekc
heater, set of nice luggage, dinette set
w/gas tank & self-priming pump, &Intim
violets & other potted plants, misc. dishes.
cookware, and small appliances.
Antiques: Dutch girl quilt, library
tible, mantle clock case, cast iron items.
For sale privately - very clean 1148
Ft.dtcraft 12 x 80 two bedroom mobile
home/range, refrig, washer & dryer

land evallable, mot responsible for incidents, for infornsethe and your oodles
needs cal
kb W.(Frosty) Miler
Aectieweer
412-8594

Night 381-7081

Phone Murray, Ky., 753-5750

DAIRY AUCTION
SATURDAY, NOVENNIER 141 1111111
1:00 P.M.-Rain ae INN

ESTATE AUCTION

MR.& MRS JAMES meow TOOL011111110
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
-Now Fancy Farm, ICandeMilf.
SALE

Auction Sale Saturday November 13th at 10 A.M. At the late Mr.
Dennis Boyd home place. From Murray, Ky take Highway ell
South to Tobacco or Uncle Willie's Grocery.Turn west on to Me
go approximately 4 miles on left. Will sell a let of antiques, collector Items and good tamable furniture. There is some of the
oldest furniture in Calloway County.
An old dresser that may be walnut, old desk with pigeon holes,
beautiful old oil Banquet lamp, walnut love seat with 2 matching
chairs, old cord bed, old bookcase, quilt box, round top trunk, old
victrola, oak dresser, old picture frames,round oak table, old roll
top bed, Waterburg clock, dinner bell, old clock case, old kitchen
cabinet, old pocket knives, an old grandfather clock 11' tall with
bevil glass front runs good, glass door cabinet, radio cabinet,
wood breakfast set, feather beds, small secretary, spindle back
rocker, odd chairs, couch & chair, glass door bookcase, beautiful
half Jenny Lind bed, old books, maple bed, odd drawer, brass
and fancy old mirror, wardrobe, sewing machine, recliner, living room suit, Rago lamp, old blue vanity lamps, carnival glass.
candle holders, powder dish, old bottles, blue fruit jars, George
Goodman jug, frosted vase, bridal basket, other old glass &
china, pots & pans, electric stove, many other items not listed.
Sale held rain or shine.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more information & your auction needs call 411-4144 Lynn Grove,Ky.
Sale conducted by

Doe Miller's &Wise Services
liscaumad & Beaded le Ky. & Teas. 1211

LOCATION: Prom Ilryllsad, by TbinyJI
Welk 1 Odes To Posed Calmly Noel -bubo 1111•01
Need- Proceed I Me To eels OWN

Mr. anal Mrs Toon hove beet In lie dairy 0.01reres
kw 34 years and MP, al to OwSi sIddren alardsd
and gone freer hews. Owe owe MI Ow desialen
mere hem Ow* diary opsradee Per NOM geed
taw en Ih• Ni.deity calls des webs art ausllaw
yew weal wad in ridestt Nark yew eakinder new

and Rieke pansies be MO mu IlebariNT Novetalsor
ea 150 P.M.NICIAS101.111111 OF 111111AW1111
an an pad*/ enemy leaden vat* Ow Myers
-TMII SEWN° NACHINV -JAMES a CASK
AUCTION STYLle 'lee Year Thee-Pi
411 MAO OF DAIRY CATTLE
30 Hich Orsde Noblen Cows • 5 Haision

Hiders in
PeahenemSlay • 7 Co.'s Ideung em Feel LaCtalOn •
4 &own twee Cons • 3 Brown Owes Hogan • S
Cows ic• Freshen by Sale Ow • 15 Cows to Suet
Freshening From Wide or Sawn ro
NSW, or
June • Th••• cars ere producing good and in *sae
toe SW Large ewe code Owing loar or diary chsrsow • 715 and Songs Accredited - Inewlusl Hasido
Cerliercess • I/ You Ware Oulbly Mona The Oaten

Zero 400 G&W Seseisses Mei VI Tem • unirsrus
2 Unit Pipeline Mew'2 Years CV' is umbers.Cow
pressor Mode 300071 'LAW 14W • Iligiedpes Wage,
Vat • 110 Orlon dame Hoer • 3 Ton Foss delia

dm•auto/mac Fsedlemimam
/MOM 1.13-113411*
venios 1161elly Cask.
Or
psis/ Chock! NO diCEOPTKIIIIIII$AM
Am A Uwe CIUAAA11T111111111 PAMINT OP
CHICKS Awe NIUnieweinIwc

JAMES R. CASH

"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
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-Students to compete in chemistry tournament

11
1

Approximately 130
seniors from 35 high
schools in five states will
be competing in the 12th
annual Murray State
University High School
today.
Chemistry
Tournament

To begin at 8:30 a.m. in
the University Center,
the scholastic event is
sponsored jointly by the
MSU Department of
Chemistry and the local
L..chapter of the Student Affiliates of the America
Chemical Society.
Students from Kentucky, Tennessee, 11-

•
-,

SINGING BIRTHDAY CARD — Jimmy Wilder, athletic promotions director
at Murray State University, was the recipient of "a singing birthday card"from
the Calloway County High School Chamber Singers. The singing birthday card is
one of the fund-raising projects to help finance the group's trip to Vienna,
Austria. For more information about sending a singing birthday card, contact
Lavaughn Wells at the high school.

REMOVE FUZZ
To remove fuzz from
sweaters and other knits,
pull the garment taut
over an ironing board and
shave it lightly with a
safety razor or sandpaper.

linois, Missouri and Indiana will compete for
scoring honors on a 90minute written comprehensive examination
over high school
chemistry.
Tournament awards
will include MSU scholarships totaling $1,400 and
cash prizes totaling $500.
The four top individual
scorers will be presented
scholarships of $500, 8400,
6300 and $200 and cash
awards of COO, $75, $50
and $25 respectively.
Schools sponsoring the
four team winners will
receive $100, 875, $50, and
825 cash awards respectively. Plaques will be
presented to winners in
both competition
categories.
All contestants will vie
for individual awards,
and a designated team
from each school willcorn. ete for team

awards.
A total of 91 individuals
and 20 teamefflimpstad in
the 1981 tairombent
Anders Lundbladh won
the individual competition and the team from
Murray High School —
Samir Mahfoud, Don
Moseley, Erin O'Brien
and Bill Smith — won top
team honors.
Dr. Vaughn Vandegrift,
chairman of the Department of Chemistry at
Murray State, said a
number of interested individuals and business
organizations have
created a fund to endow
tournament expenses. He
noted that the tournament is the only one in the
area which seeks to identify and honor students
who have achieved high
scholarship in high school
chemistry.
"Donors to the fund
recognize high school

chemistry for the iinportent role it plays in influencing students to
enter the chemistry profession and as a vital
phase of their professional training," he added.

Anyone interested in
U e tournament sibould
contact Dr. Vaughn
Vandegrift, Chairman,
Department of
Chemistry, Murray State
University, telephone
(5021 762-2587.

MN TAYLOR CHEVROLET. INC.
P 0 BOX 148 • PHONE 753-2617
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

10.9% A.P.R.
ON NEW
1982 MODELS
LIMITED TIME

Settle-Workman's Pre-Thanksgiving Sale
AU Men's

Electric Blankets

Suits

By fieldrrest

Drees

2499

Twin Size

20%

Dresses

Off

Shi

SM XI

200/0 0,,

Select Group Men's Dress

Entire Stock Men's Cord & Denim

Shoes

Jeans

Si.6'2 1320% Off

Gowns

20%

Jackets

Off

20% 00

Coats

Free Gift Wrapping

Lay-Away Now For Christmas

20%

20% Off

Jeans
shopoo....n SETTLE-WORKMAN

s, 8 181/2 Price

Across From The Bank Of Murray Where You Get Quality Merchandise At Reasonable Prices

‘,th,
kit

I

litil

41

TURKEY 'DAYS ARE HERE
A T DIXIELAND CENTER
Stores For
Of The

Nov. 12th Through Saturday Nov.20th Register At Each

TURKEY DAYSIII
Register frail Nov. 1216 fbre 21Itii for (1) hos
Terkey te be Oros away by Bedieglitai Rey.

C

Following

November
Car Stereo Sole

LC=

Sale!!

Free Turkeys

"The Complete Craft Store"
We have all new items and
supplies for the holidays!

*Thermal

Shirts
-b
r the green door
\ KENWOOD
Mans:
*Baskets & Scoops
Suits, Coots, Jeans 30% off We've Got A Store Cram(Y)PIONEER' *Friendship Beads
Sport Shirts
;0% off med Full Of Extra Goo
Sweaters
20% off Buys For The Holidays.
"Custom Installation"
•Ort Bags
20% Off'
Dress Shirts
Use Our Christmas Lay-A-Way
*Luggage Reduced
Ladies:
*Stained Glass
30% off
Blouses
on•
399 *Candle Wicking
1/2 Price Of Gump prim
30% off *Jewelry
Blazers-Suits
•
(1) Group Sweaters,30% off *Exception
& Everything You
20% off
Slacks-Skirts

&$

Values
sifts From
to $2000

urkingilam
taJh

0"41PrIp Sunset
Could Possibly Need
"44Boulevard
-‘N.L
Music
Dixieland Center
Kew Wild Raapbeve
Chestnut St

(

FOR EVERYONE
REE GIFT WRAPPIN

Traditional Clothing for Men and Women
Dixieland Center

•Recrords•Tapes•Stereos

ne rip

STOREWIDE
PLUS

PRICE RACK

/ hA

Dor-

Fashions
753-7441

753-0859

po swear

112 Price

risses.113 Ott
Town & Country Dress Shop
Dixieland Center

753-8365
•••11
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Don't Forget
To Register.
Turkey's To
Be Given
Away At
Each Of
The Above Stores

)

- ,(1900 GAE1N1
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Shop Early And Enjoy
ThroughOut
The Holiday Season! BargainsThe Storf_ r.st
Loy-A-woy For ch
Price Table
Shop Early For Christmas
While-The Selections
Are Good & The
rz Prices Are Reduced ,
hop Dixieland Centel'

"IfIr'roVt
'."'011,̀

V

Off

Boys Reg. Slim-Huskey

All Lathe_

Dual Control

2T•1.420 CY0 Off

All Boys & Girls Winter

411 billies Brushed Nylor
50 Poly-50 Cotton

Men's Western Style Flannel
rts,Wrangler

'28

Full Size Single Control

All Girls Sportswear &

*VI toe,,

36-50
Sizes Short, Reg, long

5

